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Preface

Documenting Maritime Folklife has two main
purposes: to promote understanding of
maritime cultural heritage (the body of
locally distinctive traditional knowledge
found wherever groups of people live near
oceans, rivers, lakes, and streams); and to
provide an introduction to the methods for
identifying and documenting common mar-
itime traditions. The guide is intended for
nonprofessional researchers and commu-
nity groups who wish to explore their own
maritime cultural heritage. But it may also
be useful to professionals in fields such as
marine biology, fisheries extension, commu-
nity planning. and education who are trying
to understand the cultural aspects of mar-
itime activities, as well as to students and lay
persons working on projects under the
direction of prolessi(mal folklorists, anthro-
pologists. historians, preservationists, cul-
tural geographers. and other specialists in

cultural studies.
In addition to examples cif common mar-

itime traditions and the methods that can
be used to document them, Documenting
Maritime lot/dile includes suggestions for
projects to disseminate collected informa-
tion and appendixes containing examples
of fieldnotes, a step-b% step description of
the documentation of a small boat's hull

shape, and sample forms for collecting and
organizing information and obtaining
informants' consent. A bibliography of
important publications supplements the
resources provided here.

Documenting Maritime Folklife seeks to
open the door to maritime culture and its
documentation. It does not pretend to be a
comprehensive survey of all the manifesta-
tions or all the theories and documentation
methods cultural investigators have used to
record and analyze them. Neither does it
offer a thorough discussion of contempo-
rary issues pertaining to maritime culture.
Readers who wish to explore the subject fur-
ther should consult the bibliography.

Work on Documenting Ataritime Folluife
began in July 1986. when I tested docunwn-
tation techniyies in the fishing village of
Mayport, on the northeast coast of Florida.
Following two months of fieldwork in May-
port. I wrote a first draft for the guide,
which was then tested by a team of folk-
lorists Fr( ma the Bureau of Florida Folklife
Programs and an anthropologist from the
Florida Department of Community Affairs
(luring two months of fieldwork in the com-
munities of Apalachicola and Eastpoint, on
Fltirida's Gulf Coast. Although the bulk of
the examples of maritime traditions men-

vii



tioned here are taken from Florida, the
techniques for documenting cultural
resources can be applied and adapted to
many other maritime settings.

Many people assisted in the development
of this publication: I am grateful to
Ormond Loomis, chief of the Bureau of
Florida Folk life Programs, for developing
the initial concept. Alan Jabbour and Peter
T. Bartis, of the American Folk life Center,
refined that concept and made helpful
gestions. James Hardin, the Center's editor,
charted a safe passage through the tricky
waters of the government publishing pro-
cess with his customary adroitness.

The National Trust for Historic Preserva-
tion provided a grant that enabled the pro-
ject to obtain the consulting services of
maritime folklife experts Paula J. Johnson
and Janet C. Gilmore. They in turn offered
innumerable suggestions to sharpen the
focus of the guide.

The staffs of the American Folklife Cen-
ter and the Bureau of Florida Folklife Pro-
grams provided considerable assistance. In
particular, Carl Fleischhauer at the Center
offered valuable advice about fieldwork
techniques, ethics, and cataloging field
data, and assisted with the selection of ilhis-
trations. and Yvonne Bryant at the Bureau
labored long and hard to type the various

Fieldwork in the Apalachicola area was
coin d tic t ed by Barbara Beauchamp.
Ormond Loomis. and Nancy Nusi, all of
the Bureau of Florida Folkiife Programs.
and hy Marcus Ilepburn of the Florida
Department of Community Affairs.

I am gratefnl to the many residents of the
two study areas who generously took the
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time of talk with me and other project field-
workers about their maritime heritage.
including Cletus Anderson, Kristen Ander-
son, Deborah Beard, Dennis Butler, Costa
Buzier. George Chapel, Dale Davis. Lloyd
Davis, Steve Davis, Virginia Duggan Angelo
Fichera, Joe Fichera, Ken Folsom. Royce
Hodge, Charles House, Robert Ingle,
George Kiryin, Alice and Grady Leayins,
John Lee, Nannette Lolley, NVoody Miley,
Isabel Nichols, Stan Norred, Christo Poloro-
nis, Gloria and.Sonny Polous, Willie Polous,
Corky Richards, Arthur Ross, Lawrence San-
garay, Lawrence Scarabin, Bud Seymour,
Walter Shell, Judy Stokowski-Hall, Willie
Speed, Anthony Taranto, Linda Thompson,
Andrew Valkuchuk, Ralph Varnes, Louie
Van Vleet, Carla Watson, George Wefing,
and Donnie Wilson of Apalachicola; Corena
and Loys Cain, Buford Golden, James

lewitt, Bernard Miller, Xuripha Miller, Inez
and Frank "Sonny Boy" Segree, and Bobby
Shiver of Eastpoint; Joan Bouington of St.
George Island; Eddie Baker, Albert Guf-
ford, Donald Herrin, Mat Roland, and Ray-
mond Singleton of Mayport; Joann and
Charles Herrin, Thomas Herrin, and
Camilla "Mickie" McRae of Jacksonville;
John Gavagan of Atlantic Beach; and Geral-
dine Margerum of Neptune Beach.

Charlie Nevells, of Stonington. Maine,
and Mack Noyack, a native of Eastpoint,
Florida. kindly granted permission to quote
the lyrics of songs they wrote about com-
mercial fishing.

.joe Haluskv. extension agent with the
Florida Sea Grant Program, provided help-
ful infiirmation about the commercial and
recreational fisheries of northeastern
Florida. Helen Cooper Floyd and Hilton



he home, boats,
wharf. and gear of
.fisherman Andrew
l.m.e of Sumington.
Aloinc. Photo copy-

right C by David
Kloplenstein

Floyd, natives of Mayport who now reside in
Pascagoula, Mississippi, supplied informa-
tion and photographs concerning Mayport.

The guide has benefited from the advice
of many individuals who attended meetings
to review preliminary drafts, including Scott
Andree, Florida Sea Grant Program; William
Derr, Florida Inland Navigation District;
Beth Drabyk, Organized Fishermen of
Florida; Rusty Fleetwood, Coastal Heritage
Society; Roberta Hammond, Florida Depart-
ment of Community Affairs; Ann Hender-
son, Florida Endowment for the Humani-
ties; Lynn Hickerson, National Trust for His-
oric Preservation; Linda Lampl, T.A. Her-
bert & Associates; Jim Miller, Bureau of
Archaeological Research, Florida Depart-
ment of State; Joan Morris, Florida Photo-
graphic. Archives, Florida Department of

1 0 .

State; Charles Olsen, Florida Trust for His-
toric Preservation; J. Anthony Paredes,
Florida State University; Charles Thomas,
Bureau of Marketing, Florida Department
of Natural Resources; William Thurston,
Bureau of Historic Preservation, Florida
Department of State; Patricia Wickman,
Division of Historical Resources, Florida
Department of State. Folklorists Robert S.
McCarl, Jr., and Gary Stanton provided
insightful comments about the manuscript.
Any errors contained in this publication are,
of course, solely my responsibility.

Finally. I wish to thank my wife, LeeEllen
Friedland, for considerable support with
all aspects of the project. including field-
work. cataloging of field dw a, and editorial
a.ssistance.
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Introduction

During the summer, when I was a youngster,
it was common for my parents to take my
brother and me on drives from our inland
Maine community to the coast. Although
these drives were not very longwe lived
about forty miles away as the crow fliesthe
differences in landscape between my home
territory and the ocean-dominated coast
were striking. And there were many less
spectacular differences as well: the way peo-
ple talked, the food they ate, the jobs they
held (notably in commercial fishing and in
businesses that catered to tourists), and the
rhythms of their daily lives. Eventually, the
elementary conclusion entered my young
mind that the regular ways of doing things
in my family and community were distimt
from the regular way of doing things in a
maritime community. .Nnd, as I was to learn
many years later. these were cultural differ-
ences.

What is culture? Culture is a complex and
ever-changing hods of lumwledge that pin-
vides rules, methods, and beliefs for con-
ducting life within families, «immunities,
and the vat ions occupational, ethnic, I eh-
gious, recreational, and other human
groups. In the ctnirse of everyday life, peo-
ple use cultural knowledge in mans forms,
including the structure and rides of lan.

1 2
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guage. belief's about nature and the super-
natural, and methods for getting and
preparing food. Culture also encompasses
the range of ideas that define beauty and
how those ideas influence such things as
the shape of a boat, the color of paint used
on a house, the performance of a song, and
the way clothes are hung on a clothesline.

At the heart of the concept of maritime
culture is the assumption that the natural
environment pla:s a major role in shaping
human behavior and that similar settings
are likely to stimulate similar responses. In
other words, people living in maritime set-
tings have a maritime way of life, just as peo-
ple living in mountainous settings have a
peculiarly mountain way. This sort of envi-
ronmental (fetem minism is an oversimplifi-
cation, however, since differences in
climate, natural restturces, popuiatirm den-
sity, local culture, and economic systems
ir.count for a great diversity in the many
communities around the world that can be
grouped under the loose categorization
maritime. Nimetheless, the terms maritime
( ullure and martItme communitN are tiwhil
because they call attention to similarities in
human hehavior that arise from broadly
analogous environmental circtunstant es.
For example, while the coastal community.

xl
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of Beaufort, North Carolina, possesses cul-
Ito al traits that resemble those of many
othei simthern towns, and traits of Ameri-
can communities in general, it also has
traits that specifically link it to other mar-
itime communities in the United States and
abroad.

What is a maritime community? That is a
difficult question. in a community whose
economy is dominated by commercial fish-
ing and other maritime trades, the local cul-
ture is full of maritime elements. We might
call such a place a classic maritime commit-
nits. Other communities, however, owing to
such factors as thc diversity of local
economies and the size of populations, may
have significant but not predominant mar-
itime-r elated cultural attributes. Major
cities, such as New York, Boston, and San
Francisco, whose founding and growth are
dnet tly related to thei; fine harbors, are
wiw m) populous and economically diverse
that maritime aspects of local culture
though important, distinctive, varied, and
of great longevityare not of a scale that
pel mits them to exert an overwhelming
influence. On the other hand, with nearly
S9,000 miles of saltwater coastline and innu-
meraLle miles of freshwater coastline along
lakes, rivers, and streams, one may find
throughout the United States an enormous
number of communities possessing cultural
attributes that have maritime connections.'

Cultural expressions are often divided
into two broad categories: the tangible
loi)15, boats, lighthouses. and other physi-

( al artifacts) and the intangible (songs
abinit fishing. legen(Ls about how an island
v,ot its name. svstems Icir navigation based

ii the use of landmaiks. and the like). But.
to me, this is a mi leading separation. To

xii

call a song, a legend, or a navigational sys-
tem intangible is to imply that they have no
importance in people's daily lives. This is
clearly not the case. Though they do not
have physical substance, they have as much
functional and symbolic meaning as boats,
lighthouses, and widow's walks. Cultural val-
ues are lodged in nonphysical expressions
just as much as they are in physical ones.

Sometimes forms of expressive culture
are intimately connected to a particular
place, such as the annual celebration of
maritime heritage held in Apalachicola,
Florida, initially known as the Mardi Gras
when it began in the early part of this cen-
tury, and now known as the Seafood Festi-
val. A particularly distinctive element of this
tribute to marine resources and occupa-
tions is the selection of an oyster king and
queen. A grassroots cultural expression that
is equally complex and place-specific is the
annual International Eelpout Festival held
over a winter weekend on Leech Lake in
Walker, Minnesota. This event, which was
begun by the owner of a local sports shop in
1979, pokes fun at th.: many fishing contests
held in the north by focusing attention on
the eelpout, perhaps the least desired fish
in Minnesota. The festival is also about
turning the seasons topsy-tuny. According
to one report: 'The pouters spend a lot of
their time denying that winter is winter and
ice is ice. By sundown on Saturday, two vol-
leyball games are in progress at different
encampments. (In past festivals, anglers
have held bowling contests using frozen
eelpouts for pins.) One team here has built
a split-level ice house with sundeck. volley-

ball court, bowling alley, and golf range."'
Sometinws forms of expressise ultut e

underscore connections with other times

13
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Introduction

and places, such as saints processions
enacted in the United States that originated
in Europe. For example every year on or
near Santa Rosa lids Dav (September -I), Ital-
ian-Americans in Monterey, California, reen-
act a Sicilian tradition that includes carrying
a statue of the saint through the streets of
the city' and then ,lown to the harbor for a
blessing of the commercial fishing fleet.
Artifacts can also have strong connections to
other places. In Tarpon Springs, Florida, a
coastal community with a large population
of Greek-Americans, the shapes of wooden
boats once used in the local sponge industry
exhibit characteristic features of the small
craft of Greece.1

Folklorists are interested in the ways cul-
tural expressions vary over time and from
place to place. because variation reveals dif-
ferent solutions to common problems, solu-
tions often inseparable from loccl contexts.
Locally built boats used for fishing in Maine
differ from those built and used on Florida's
Gulf Coast on the basis of different tradi-
tions of design and construction, but also on
the basis of differences in environmental
conditions. The study of variation within a
relatively small area can also help us under-
stand how a bod y. of traditional knowledge
changes over time in response to social, eco-
nomic, and technological factors.

In some cases, expressive culture tran-
scends the local scene and assumes other
levels of' meaning for a wider audience. Fot
example, a dialectal utterance of Coastal
Maine"a-vuli"has become a widely rec-
ogniied tismbol of' the stet eotvpic Down
Easter and is featured on T-Shirts, postcards.
and commercial sound recordings of Maine
Immo!. In other ( ases, ccutain local artifacts
become invested with deeply symbolic

ti 1 4

meanings. The magnili«lu Viking Age craft
preserved at the cathedral-like Viking Ships
Museum in Oslo (especially the Goksuid
ship and the Oseberg ship) have become
symbols for Norway's great maritime her-
itage.

Why do folklorists study expressive cul-
ture? They study it because expressive cul-
ture emerges from shared experiences and
values, and examples of this expression
serve as windows to a group's worldview. In
other words, they are a means of viewing
community life and values from an insider's
perspective.

Documenting Maritime Folklife was devel-
oped in response to laymen's requests for
guidance with the identification and docu-
mentation of cultural resources found in
maritime communities. It provides guidance
fbr the collection of information on mar-
itime folklife that can be used to teach resi-
dents of maritime communitiespolicy
makers and average citizens alikehow to
better appreciate both physical and non-
physical cultural resources, to assess the sig-
nificance of these resources, and to develop
strategies for tneir conscrvation..1

U.S. 1)1 minter( e, Bureau ot Census. Sta-
tairtal 1 barna of the 'rated .Sfaies I 906 I.Washington: Depart-
ment of (:ornmerce. 19841), 200.

Erik I.arm in, "It SIT ellti F.Vrrs Fish !las Its DasFsen the
liated Eelpsna," 4a11 Vim Inernal. February 20, 1987, pp. I, I I.

' These vessels are div rimed by anthropoklist II. Russell
Bernard in his article "( reek Sponge Boats in Florida."
A nthmpologsral Quarteth 3$, no. 2 ( 19M):

' Comervanon is debberatels given preference here over
feriervaann. In doing so, I hillow Ilufford's reasoning in dis-
tinguishing between the two terms. As she has written.

ni )11 Al rests the Cs thltln and dr( as nt a barn, .1
ileumbet, or a trae t iii wilderness C.Amservamin enhances

the pitenti.,1 ot a renewable rem nirces, efficientls moving it
through a le ot use, ienewal and re-use. Caniservatton
entails chit attention to the cii-evoleing ft-attires within a
ssstrin (Mar v I luttool. One Spate Maav Pim el. helkale arid
1 awl I el. en New lenei'i Pi Wands .Naaanal Hewn., iWashitig.

)IV 1.11)1a1 y met Iongiess, 19SOO, 10744
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Part 1: What to Documen

To give the reader a sense of the ';'irm and
variety' of traditions found in maritime com-
munities, this section provides a few typical
examples. While such a listing emphasizes
separate categories or genres, it is impor-
tant to remember that the traditional
expressions always take place within the live
cultural settings that create them. Jokes.
beliefs about luck, and boat types can only
be understood within their natural con-
texts. And within such natural contexts scv-
eral traditional expressions may be enacted
at the same time. When a commercial fish-
erman pilots a locally built boat to fishing
grounds by lining up "marks" (landmarks).
at the same time interpreting the circular
flight patterns of sea gulls as a sign of an
impending storm, traditional knowledge
about boat forms suited to local conditions
navigation by eye, and prediction of
weather are integrated.

In maritime communities, ime rich con-
text fOr traditional expressimis is the. Occu-
pational group. Commercial fishermen, fish
plant workers, boat builders, net makers,
harbor pilots, and deep-sea fishing boat
captains all acquire an amazing varlets of
traditional knowledge from coworkers that
they pass along to others in the workplace.

At the core of any Occupation is the tech-
nique required to perform a given task.'

16

This technique consists of the ways workers
use their tools, respond to their environ-
ment, and interact with other workers. For
example, the central technique of oyster-
shucking consists of four operations: break-
ing off the tip of the oyster, inserting a knife
blade in the shell, cutting the muscle from
the top and bottom of the shell, and deposit-
ing the meat into a bucket. To outsiders this
may sound like a fairly simple procedure,
but insiders know that skillful execution of
the sequence of movements takes years of
practice. Virginia Duggar of Apalachicola,
Florida, is an oyster shucker with over twentv
years of experience. Her description of the
work conveys its ctimplexity.

You used to use a hammer and an iron
block with a tip-thing on it. And You hold the
oyster behind the block with the lip of the oys-
ter on this raised-up piece and you hit across
that thin part of the oyster with the hammer
We base shucking hammers which arc flat on
both sides. And the main thing is to keep the
p(nnt of your knife tip towards the top shell.
Now, You have a top and a bottom to an oys-
tut.. Ninety percent of the time the top of the
oyster will be natter, and bottom Of the oyster
will be rounder. So. you keep your knife, the
point of your knife, and You bring it across
that top shell. And then you put the top shell

1



off, and then you come under and you cut off
the bottom of the eye of the bottom shell. But
if you're not particular to keep that knife kind
of pushed up against the top of that top shell,
then you'll cut your oyster. Your knife will go
right through the belly part of it.2

Surrounding the central technique of an
occupation are many related expressive
forms: words and gestures used between
workers, the arrangement of tools and other
objects within the work area, and customs
practiced there. In the oyster house, the
shuckers select oyster knives with the most
appropriate blades for certain shell shapes;
distinguish oysters of varying size, shape,
color, and shell composition; tell stories
about events that have occurred in the oys-
ter house; gesture to the "houseman" to
bring more oysters; and, perhaps, organize a

2

party for another shucker who is about to be
married. Examined altogether, these tradi-
tional activities help reveal how the group of
shucker expresses itself and its values.3

Frequently, certain kinds of traditional
knowledge are shared only by the members
of a particular occupation: the names and
locations of shrimp fishing grounds are
often known only by the shrimp fishermen
within a specific area. Other kinds of knowl-
edge, such as environmental clues used to
predict the weather, might be known by
persons in several occupations or by the
community at large. A prominent example
of traditional knowledge used by boat oper-
ators from different occupational groups
relates to navigation. Although state-of-the-
art electronic navigation devices are avail-
able to contemporary commel cial fisher-

- 7
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Part 1: What to Document

Men and other boat operators. many who
operate close to shore still calculate a
straight.line course using a time-honored
system based on lining up two landmarks. A
fisherman might plot his course to a prime
fishing spot by aligning a familiar tree with
the steeple of the local church. A line, or
'range.- such as this helps captains locate.
fishing spots. and also its.ists them in nego-

4 8

tiating narrow, tricky' passages and avoiding
underwater obstructions Lhat can damage
boats and fishing gear. Sometimes skippers
will record this information in notebooks;
more often, they will memorize it.'
Although this basic system of navigation is
well known to many boatmen, the courses
themselves are usually known only by those
who travel the waters of a specific region.
Sometimes, as in the cL:se of marks used to
locate a rich fishing ground, courses are
closely guarded secrets known only to a few.
ln any case, systems of navigation are wor-
thy of researchers' attention because of
their historic importance to maritime peo-
ples, and also because they can provide
insight into the ways watermen conceptual-
ize space above and below the water.'

Although all folklife expression is embed-
ded in a larger context, for the purpose of
documentation and studs' it is useful to ana-
lyze them by category.. Several of the most
common ones are: oral traditions, belief's,
customs, material culture, and foodways.

Oral Traditions
Oral traditions include jokes, riddles,

rhymes, legends, songs. and stories, as well
as non-narrative forms such as jargon.
regional speech. and local plAce names.
Often these expressions can he distin-
guished from normal discourse on the basis
of certain verbal clues, or "markers," that
announce the beginning of an oral perfor-
mance. For example. the phrase "that
reminds me of the one about suggests
that a joke is about to be told. "As the old
people used to say. . . man herald a
pi met b. Tall tales, on th,. whet hand, Inas
not be identifiahle at first. hut gradualls

3



define themselves as the teller begins to
exaggerate. John Cotvagan of Atlantic
Beach, Florida, relates a brief tall tale:

'Ms tumid/ told me that he 1 etIll'Illheled
%then tittle )%asil I an) !Millet. Ile thele
))as 0 big (tonight about fishing and the hem II
fisliel men stased tittle Inn the beach.' all \\in-
let and I got nothing whatsoever. Utley would
actu.ilk go in their boats and go looking (tor
tishl. Ile said that Me\ saw a lire one night on
the Net lal end Of tilt littlu ettueo. .\11d dies
pidlcd ti thet & to see ottis ho ii tile\ overt.
( ato hing something..And theo 1 say that there
welt' 100o porpoises thrt Toasting a p00S11111.
Illat.N hint had the fishing vo(is. 11ou knoisy
that's bad.'

Sometimes an oral performance Call be
very brief and can occur with no warning at
all. In the following interchange, the inter-
viewer falls for a verbal trap set bv Mayport.
Florida. net maker and former shrimper
Martin Cooper:

Interviewer: 'What's the 11111)1 lant pall
nt I afthing shrimpl1r

Cooper: I he most important part is. I'll
espiain it m sou this Was, The shrimping Oper-
ation starts (it the bow stem ot a boat and it
ends Where owl lie OW end end. It anything
woes wrong in between anv of Mein places it
affects tour shrimping. And, th, but the most
important thing, getting back to Your ques-
tion. What is the thing that holds the steering
wheel on-r You know, that, what's that little
thing uu so Few on behind the steering wheel
to hold it mr;

Interviewer .N 11111 or something

Cooper: Thats right, On nut belnitd au' wheel
is the 11111)0(1111M thing

4

Personal-expericin e stories ..ind legends
are other narrative forms. Personal experi-
ence stories are slot ics that recount espe-
cially dramatic episodes in people's hoes.
Turning an account of an experience into
at t. the storytelleu frames it with a begin-
ning. middle. and end, and people's it with
a cast of char,tcters.

Captain Eddie Baker of Nlavport. Florida.
a retired shrimp fisherman. relates the fol-
lowing personal-experience story about a
close c,dl:

Baker: [se gut ill nimble a siorm. I got
o aught down un the beach herr in stnl ItO

e5etslii.ids else I ostilt %Oil the sseallit'l
alld I figured I could have heat (against' the
weaMet to 011. Augustine. And it kink in. s)ell.
it intik Ilk' nineteen hours.

Interviewer: Going right into the win(117'

Baker: I 'wing into the wind. And I ha
slow down. and something tell me, i nu slow it
(lotion.- And I slowed the boat down. And then,
the hos right there said, "Captain. vou got the
boat full ot water.- I said, "It issr' I said, "Lose
the :in( hor oserhoard.- And he got down in
die hold and all die trash, all the trash 1 !cacti

got in the pump. And (he had tol clean it out .
ICI the engine run, and he pumped it out.

We got the anchor up. and we made it on to
St. Augustine. We got to St. Augustine, ;Ind he
said, "Captain. vou can't go in there." nd I
said, "Von (lo like I tell you to (hi." I say, "I'M
1101 111) heel' lw myself." And I set the cmnpass
.ind went straight in Ito) the bar with two
other fellow's boats behind me. And I got on
ill 1 the harmd the\ said, "I leo, you going
to tigustine-r" And I said. "No. I'm going on
honne." I come up thi.ough the inside (pas-
sage', (lime on in In Ma\ poi i. And I gut
inside. and I said, "Thank You, Jesus."'
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Retired shrimp boat
captain Eddie

Baker (right) of
Mayport, Florida,

discusses his career
with fieldworker

David Taylor The
last vessel Baker

skippered, the Miss
Alice (named after

Baker's wife), is
seen in the back-

ground. Photo bv
Frank Smith.

Laurin). of Florida
Publishing Co.
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Legends are narratives, supposedly based
on fact, that are told about persons, places, or
events. For example, in the adjacent fishing
rommunities of Beals and Jonesport, Maine,
legends about fisherman Barney Beal are well
known. Beal was a giant of a man and the sto-
ries about him invariably focus on his tremen-
dous strength. As the stories were passed on
to newer generations in the years since Beal's
death in 1899, actual events have been
embellished and new stories created. I n 1956,
folklorist Richard Dorson wllected this stots
about Beal from one of Bears grandsons:

20
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Dorson: Now, you were telling me a very
interesting account of the time the bully of
Peak's Island challeoged him to a fight.

Esten N'es, I've heard that story told
many a time, that he went into Peak's Island
to get water for his fishing vessel. And the
bully of Peak's Island met him on the beach
and challenged him to a fight. So he told him
that as soon as he filled his water barrel why
he would accommodate him. So he went and
filled his water barrel. And they used to use
these large molasses tierces for water barrels.
So he brought the water barrel down on Ow
beach, and he said, "Well," he said. "1 guess

5



before we start, I'll have a drink of water." So
he picked up the water barrel and took a
drink out of the bunghole, set it down on the
beach, and the bully of Peak's Island walked
up. slapped him on the shoulder, and says,
"Mr. Beal, I don't think have anything to
do with you whatever."'

Oral traditions common to maritime
communities include legends about buried
treasure, how an individual met his death at
sea, and how an island or some other fea-
ture of the landscape acquired its name.
Tall tales are frequently told about large or
unusual catches of fish, bad weather, and
feats of strength. Personal-experience sto-
ries abound and are often concerned with
such topics as the biggest catch ever made,
the strangest catch ever made, and the clos-
est encounter with death on the water.

The vernacular names used for familiar
things such as fish, plants, birds, cloud
forms, boats, and gear are important ele-
ments of traditional knowledge that are
expressed orally. While identical terms are
sometimes used in different communities,
there is generally a good deal of regional
variation as well. For example, the end of a
trawl net is usually called the "cod end" by
New England fishermen, while in the
Southeast it is often called the "tail bag."
And, not surprisingly, things found only
within relatively small geographic regions,
including unique boat types or species of
fish or birds, possess traditional names
unknown outside the region. An example is
the "bird dog" boat, an open, inshoff, fish-
ing craft used along the Gulf Coast of
Florida. In manv communities, residents
follow traditional rules for giving formal
names to individual boats. For example, in
a large number of fishing towns it k custom-
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The richness of
localized naming
practices is eldto-
inked by this du-

p1a of ditio River
hells. Kent

McDanid
Atetrupolic.

submitted the dis-
play as his entry in

a high sthool science
fair The names of

the shelLs are as
follows:

Row I Ilo. to
right huchhorn,

buzzard.head. rab-
bit's foot, mule-ear.

monkey face
Row 2: yellow

huclehorn. buderfly,
stock sandshell

Row 3: niggerhead,
eggyhell. bullhead.

pimple back. pigtoe.
Row 4: pockethook,

maple4eaf three-
ridge. wash.boani

Photo Jens Lund
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ary to name a boat after the owner's wife,
child, or some other close relative.

The use of distinctive words and phrases
also constitutes traditional knowledge
expressed orally. In many Florida fishing
communities, it is common to hear fisher-
men use such regionally distinctive words
as "hang" (an underwater obstruction),
"kicker" (an outboard motor), and "lick"

('ver fishing v,rounds with a net or
other gear).

A(2:22

Nearly every' maritime occupation has its
own jargon of words and phrases, seldom
known outside of the occupation, that label
fishing gear, tools, procedures, and occupa-
tional roles. Place names are of great signifi-
cance, especially traditional names for
fishing grounds. If these names have been
in use long enough, they sometimes
become recognized as official names and
are used on charts. Many, however, are
known only by fishermen. Other important
names identify local landmarks used for lin-
ing up courses and for judging distances
along the shore. Names that shrimpers use
for landmarks south of Mayport. Florida,
followed by the features from which the
names were derived, include:

"Crazy House": a shoreside house built
to an unorthodox design.

"Golf Ball": a water tower shaped like an
enormous golf ball.

"The Road": a dirt road running perpen-
dicular to the shore.

"Three Houses": a cluster of three houses.

Place names like these sometimes continue
to be used after the original landmarks have
disappeared.

Song is another category of oral expres-
sion, and songs with maritime themes or
songs performed within the contexts of
maritime occupations are sometimes
encountered. In the past. songs about the
sea and worksongs sung to facilitate certain
tasks figured prominently in the lives of sea-
men and other inhabitants of coastal com-
munities. Toda %. largely because of
technological change in maritime occupa-
tions and the spread of poptiliir music
thiough electr()nic media. these expres-
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Doctuneatiag Mare Fo Wife

siop Irss ( I )11'11110n. For example. with
the a 'vent of engines to haul anchors and
nets, the need to sing songs that helped
concentrate group labor was eliminated.
And ip most oyster houses, popular inusic
broadcast from a radio has replaced the
singing of songs bv shuckers. songs sung to
reduce the monotony Of the work.'" But res-
idents of maritime communities still com-
pose songs that reflect ties to maritime
heritage and associated values. Take, for
example. the song "Oyster Man Blues," writ-
ten by Mack Novak. a native of Eastpoint.
Florida.

rhis song is noteworthy because, in addi-
tion to choosing the most distinctive fishers
of the Apalachicola Bay region as its theme.
it describes oystering trom an insider's per-
spectise. It depi( ts a typical das of oystering.
using ))( cupational tat gun such as "hickors
suck," )s500t1en osst('l tongs), "cull iron''
(metal tool used to hang apart Os stcrS that
have tormed clumps), "grouper trooper"
(state fisheries patrol officer). and "oyster
ruler" I ineasuring device used to determine
if ovsters are of' legal suit.). Songs like "Ovs-
terman's Blues" can provide researchers
with valuable clues to the was insiders con-
ceptualize the process of work, and can
help illuminate the values that are impot-
tant to fishermen, their families, and other
residents of then communities.1-'

Beliefs
Beliefs are easily among the most distinc-

tive ..ind endurnig portions ot maritime cili-
um.. I.:minion:LI beliefs populai Is called
supei stilton.) at t nuns th... are Usti-
ails [elated to ( misc., and effects and are
of ten manifest in certain practices. Com-

8

"Oyster Man Blues"

By Mack Novak"

[Spoken:1
Now, this is going to be a quick story in oystering in which you
have to go out and separate the little oysters from the big oys.
ters so you won't get a ticket. And it goes something like this:

(Sung:1
Their day it starts at 5 A.M.they hit the bar.
Theyve got their Maxwell House Coffee in a Rama Mayonnaise jar.
Out goes the anchor, and then over ge the tongs.
At 10 A.M. they're saying. "Oh, Lord, where did I go wrong?"

He's got those oysterman's blues.
He can't afford a pair of shoes.
His hickory sticks, well, they're slapping out a tune.
And it's called those oysterman's blues.

When he tongs up those oysters, then he throws them on the deck.
He reaches over to his wife and he gives her a little peck.
Then he hands her a glove and a cull iron.
And says, "Honey, separate these things 'cause I sure am tired."

I've got those oysterman's blues.
I can't afford a pair of shoes.
My hickory sticks, well, they're slapping out a tune
And it's called those oysterman's blues.

[Instrumental Break]

He comes in from the bar expecting to go home,
but there's a grouper trooper on the dock in his grey uniform.
He pulls out his oyster ruler and he goes to work.
When the count is 35 percent. he says, "Hey, you're out of luck."

You've got those oysterman's blues.
You can't afford a pair of shoes.
Your hickory sticks. I'll bet they're slapping out a tune.
And I'll bet it's called those oysterman's blues.

Yeah, it's called those ovsterman's blues.



Shrimper (larks
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mon examples include beliefs about good
and bad luck, signs for predicting the
weather, interpretations of supernatural
happenings, and remedies for sickness and
injury.

Since maritime occupations often place
workers in a highly unpredictable, con-
stantly changing, and hazardous environ-
ment, it is not surprising that workers hold
mam beliefs about fortune and
misfortune." A primary function of such
beliefs is to explain the unexplainable.
Watermen generally can cite many actions
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that invite bad luck. These actions include
uttering certain words while aboard a boat,
taking certain objects or peopb: on a boat,
going out in a boat on a certain day, manip-
ulating parts of a boat in a certain way, or
painting boats with certain colors. A Florida
shrimp fisherman notes beliefs about ha(1
luck that he and his peers have learned:

Tlwre are a lot of words, you know, that von
don't say on a boat. lake) alligator. Von don't
sav alligator on a boat oi you're going to have
a pile of had Ill( k. (i. qi'( have no Owns (In

there, no shells on a boat. Thu don't nun the

9
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11,11( h I o\ III ilti 1%.1\ 1111,111C (illt111. '(tilt
I .111\ Ill) 10,1(1.. t it MI III) iii

ssillsth '

\LIM hCliCis ithlifit bad 10(.1. have been
part of local maritime culture tor so long
that their origins arc unknown. Occasion-
allv, however, stories ai e told that either
describe the origin of a !whet or depict an
instance where circumstances appear to val-
idate one. The billowing t itt example of
the lattei:

The shell storv, now in tat t, this boy used to
work with me on the Miss Vogv. lie was out
there dragging I fOr shrimp one night, and he
was on the stern, and he hung up [his Oct I.
So, he rim up there. and cut die engine down.
and it took him t while to get oft the hang.
And lir started dragging .Fliv engine
shut oft. So, he got that goin4, again, started
dragging sotto. more, picked up I his net I, and
went on the stem, and (wasl helping his crew
pick out I shrimpl mil he noticed the boat
started to yt around one wav, and started
running tor the pilot hotise\nd the lauto-
mink 1 pilot had hung yp It tat ried the boat
around (me StlirInd tt htti (ht. quadrant i,sas
supposed If) sii Ihr titthtiti III the back, well.
it did stop the i tutu' r, but the pilot didn't
stop, So, it tore op pat itt the dash, alld
lipped all the pilot lint ot the door And this is
all in Mir nigh( S4), 11(' kind of, he helieses in
all of that Isind itt stud turn\ mu, '1.111 salti,

something (III IhIs im),(1 (hal Isn't slip-
1)1(.4'd 4t11 ht. Ltttl itt I./44.11N Mid

,d1 mut the boat..\nit he got on top
of the pilot lionse. t iii their
shells on the pilot house that his de( k hand
bad inn up their to utit ttt good he said,

shells %%as the irason we had all the
!inutile.- lir thomed theni shut ttuilmatit,
and he Steil( lii uuuttitihts. Ilcsur /Ltd ,Ito tuttle
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Breaking a bottle of
champagne over the
bow of a new vessel
at its launching is a
widely practiced
custom believed to
invoke good luck.
llere the Otesa-
peaky lia) shipjach
Connie Francis is
christened at Piney
Point. Afar viand..
bv Connie God-
dard. witi' of the
boat's builder.

ranci, .oadard
Photo trl

o r! letchbaut.r
Courtes1 ,4 Calvert
11a ii ii, lis set, to
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Beliefs about actions that invite good luck
appear to be fewer in number than those
about bad luck, but many can he found.
Beliefs about good luck include the break-
ing of a bottle of champagne or other liquid
over the bow of a vessel when it is launched,
participating in a blessing-of-the-fleet cere-
mony, placing a coin under a mast, carrying
a lucky object aboard a boat, and stepping
on or off a boat with the same foot.

Beliefs about the prediction of weather
and the movement of fish are usually quite
numerous. These beliefs, often linked to
the detection of minute environmental
changes, reflect watermen's intimate con-
tact with the natural environment. A retired
Florida shrimp fisherman recalled:

When son were shrimping and you started
catching shrimp with their legs just blood-red,
you knew to watch very close because you
were fixing to have either a strong northeaster
or a strong southeaster. Their legs will turn
just as red as fire, so, ves, their legs will turn
just as red as fire, and you know you're in for
a spell of bad weather.'

Another shrimper who fishes out of the
same community explained how wind direc-
tion can provide clues about the location of
shrimp:

There's certain places that shrimp get in in
different types of weather. Say, for instance.
You go out to the jetties one morning, and it's
blowing a pretty stiff southwest wind. Well,
that tells you, in most cases, that you want to
go southwest on the beach, get close up to the
beach, and you probabiv would do better. It
100 COM(' out of the jetties, atul it's blowing a
pretty good. still northeast wind, you can go
northeast or southeast. but you want to go off-
shore in the deep water, and most of the time

: 9 6

you'll do better that way. When the wind is
blowing out of the northwest, turn your boat
back around, and go back to the dock, and
make you another cup of coffee because you
ain't going to catch a thing. It just dries it up
completely. A northwest wind is a bad wind on
shrimping. I don't know why, but you just
don't catch no shrimp."

Sometimes beliefs are expressed concisely
in the form of a rhyme. When discussing the
relationship between wind direction and fish-
ing success, an oysterman from Apalachicola,
Florida, remarked to a researcher:

East is the least,
and the west is the best."'

In other words, in Apalachicola Bay,
winds out of the east generally produce con-
ditions that are least conducive to good
catches, while winds out of the west tend to
ravor good catches. Other "signs" often
..ssociated with weather prediction include
rings around the moon, concentrations of
refracted sunlight in the sky called "sun-
dogs," the color of the sky at sunrise and
sunset, and the color and texture of the sea.

Beliefs relatA to the supernatural are
also found in maritime communities:
ghosts, phantom ships, burning ships, or
sea monsters. But, because many people are
reluctant to discuss them, they are consider-
ably less conspicuous than beliefs about
luck and weather. A net maker tells of his
experience with a supernatural event:

I saw an occurrence, and I never said very
much about it. . . It was in the bin, and it
never really got close enough for me to really
see it, but it was right down off town, off
straight out from the city marina. And I
watched it c.,toe in from the Gulf. And it
come in and went across a bar where it's

11
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In the fishing com-
munity of
Apalachicola,
Florida. residents
annually celebrate
their maritime her-
itage with a seafood
festival. An impor-
tant element if this
festival, which
dates back to early
years of the twenti-
eth century, is the
crowning f King
Rets-yo oyster
spelled backwards)
and a festival
quern. In 1986,
Lori Ingram was
chosen l'estival
queen and Hob
Jones um selected
to wrre as King
Ketylo. Photo bs
Let.Flialt Iriadland
Fill )40 MU /311)

S.
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boat races, rowboat races, and the sale of
seafood prepared in a traditional manner
are key elements of annual Fourth of July
celebrations. At Easter time in many coastal
regions of the country, local clergymen
bless boats and their crews as they pass by in
a procession. Community-based seafood fes-
tivals also include many customs. In the
town of Apalachicola. Florida, site of one of
the nation's most productive oyster fish-
eries, an annual festival is held to celebrate
local maritime heritage. Inaugurated in
1915, the festival includes such events as the
crowning of king Retsyo ("oyster" spelled
backwards), a blessing of the fleet, an oys-
ter-shucking contest, an oyster-eating con-
test, crab races, and the sale of local
seafood.

Customs related to death also have mar-
itime correlatives. They include memorial
services held at sea for fishermen lost there,
and tombstones that display engravings of
boats, anchors, and other nautical objects.

Finally, there are remedies for sickness,
especially seasickness, and injury. For many
commercial fishermen, wounds caused by
sharp fish fins are a constant hazard. The
following is a description of a method used
by some fishermen to ease the pain caused
by such injuries:

Take a penny and wrap it in a piece of
bacon and put it on [the wound). And
whether it be a nail or a catfish puncture, ..
you will not believe what it will do. . . . I've
personally. a number of times, took the perms
and a slice of bacon about this big and put the
petms inside of it, and just fold it over. put it
right to the puncture wound. And you will not
believe. The next day it's like nothing eser
happened to 501.1.2"

5 .9

Material Culture
Material culture refers to artifacts and the

knowledge required for their creation and
use. These artifacts are usually the most eas-
ily identifiatIle forms of traditional expres-
sion. In maritime communities, boats of all
sizes and typesfrotn small plywood row
boats to large shrimp trawlers--are
extremely important elements of the cul-
tural environment. In communities where
builders design and construct watercraft
according to informal rules and pricedures
handed down over the years, boats reflect
builders' evolving solutions to such prob-
lems as depth of water, prevailing winds, cli-
mate, availability of construction materials,
and intended uses. Due to gradual improve-
ment over time, many boats, such as the
Apalachicola Bay oyster skiff and the Maine
lobster boat, are superbly suited to local
contexts.

Fishing gear is another rich and signifi-
cant aspect of maritime material culture.
Nets, traps, buoys, line trawls, spears, cane
poles, hooks, lures, anchors, weights,
sinkers, bait bags, and other types of equip-
ment illustrate the methods fishermen have
developed for capturing local marine
species. As with boats, fishing gear often
undergoes change over time in response to
local conditions and materials.

Shoreside buildings of all kinds, such as
houses, boat shops, boat houses, net lofts,
shucking houses, and fish camps. represent
a third major category of maritime material
tilture. Such structures often illustrate the

adaptation of traditional design and con-
struction techniques to a maritime environ-
ment. They also reveal local preferences
thotit the arrangement of interior space,

13
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Locally caught
seafood usually

Nays a major rote
in the food tradi-
tions of maritime

communities. llen,
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and the spatial requirements of traditional
activities such as oyster shucking, net mak-
ing, and boat building. How the interiors of
dwellings are arrangedthe shapes, sizes,
and locations of rooms and the type and
placement of furnishingssays much about
the traditional patterns people use to order
their lives,

In addition to boats, fishing gear, and
buildings, many other artifacts illustrate a
community's relationship to maritime cul-
ture. Thus, decoys and blinds are used for
hunting waterfowl; specific types of boots,
caps, and other items of clothing are worn
by commercial fishermen; and yard decora-
tions consist of overtly maritime objects

4
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such as salvaged anchors, ship wheels,
hawsers, and shells. Artifacts also include
wharves and moorings, paintings and signs,
half-hull boat models used by builders to
develop hull designs, and full-rigged scale
models used to decorate interiors of homes
or restaurants. All these items, from the
fishing vessel to the painting of a lighthouse
on a mailbox, can reveal much about mar-
itime culture when viewed in relationship to
other objects and human activities.

Foodways
Foodways are the traditions associated

with the growing, gathering, preparation,
serving, and consumption of food. In mar-

law
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itime communities many food traditions
based on locally available fish and shellfish.
For exmnple, residents of Key %Vest, Flinida,
have developed several unique recipes for
the prelmration of conch, .t shellfish that
was extremely ablimiant in local waters in
the past anti served as a major food source
during the Depressitm.'n Some recipes are
unique to certain areas. For example, in the
fishing communities Of Newfoundland bat-
tered and fried tongues of codfish are con-
sidered a delicacy, and in parts of coastal
Virginia "planked.' shad is a specialty. 'Much
regional variation appears in the names for
local fish and shellfish, the types of food
served in combination with fish and shell-
fish, and taboos against eating certain types
of fish and shellfish. hmdwavs also play a
role in traditional rituals and celebrations.
In fact, food can be the keystone of an
entire event. In the New England clambake,
frequently held in connection with fiunilv
reunions, participants gather at the
seashore and build a large wood fire that is
allowed to burn down to coals. Next, a feast
of' local lams, lobsters, and emu on the cob
is steamed over the coals between layers of
,caweed. Other events involving foods
include boat-launching ceremonies and
seafood festivals. In these contexts, as with
the clambake, fbodways occur with many
other traditional expressions.

' I Flu concept lit iii Ilpalli Mal It's 61519451 5 devel-
oped ti Robert S. \is:Call, Ji., in his essas "(kccipa-
tional Theoretic.,c1 Ikpothesis." in Itsorking
Atrierzsanc: Contemporary .1plooaches lii lh.i.ulnitional folk
hp% eititvil Rstheit II. Ilvington, Smithsonian Folk-
life Series, Mi. 3 (Los Angt CAM)! nia Folkloiu
Soviets. 19781, :(18.

i 6

Intel sass suhi nstei shut kei Visginia Duggai of
palm hioola. Flinida. [vomited Oc tobei Ill. 108h, IA

Dasid laslor. On deposit ai Florida Folklife AR hivcs,
Buican of Hot ida Folklife Progiams, White *nig.
Hot ida.

' liii a fine des( option of the eXprssise dimension
rrt ICI Shill king, see: Paula .j..Johnsom, Slopps
Work for Women': Shin king Oysters on the Patuxent."

iaturs Patuxent Biro. caked IA Paula" Johnson (Cliai-

35-)1.
' For illusnations of lus process. sec: IluffOrd, tune

Spice Ma, y. Plives,S;(...,us; R. Butler, "Culture, Cugni.
thai and Communic.ition: Fishernwn's location Find-
ing in I...Anse-a-Canards. Newlomulland," Canadian
halklore Carwdieri 5, nos. 1-2 (10831: 7-21, and Shepard
FM mais . l'aignitimi and "Fhe Cats h: The Location of
Fishing Spots in a Bra/lhall Coastal Village," Fthmdogs

WI. .1 (1067):117-26.
' Andiropological studies of traditional systems of

navigation include: Rio hard Feinberg, Polynesian Sea
/wing and Navigation: Ocean Travel in .Anutan Culture
and Society (Rent. Olno, and Londmi: The Rent State
I nissu sity Pt 19551: Thomas Gladwin. Fast is a Big
Bird: Navigation and Logic on Puluwat Atoll W
bridge: Ilarvaid University Press, 19701: and David
Lewis. We, the Navigator, (Honolulu: illy U"iversiiv
Press of I Lmaii, 1972) .

Interview With John Ga5agan of Neptune Bemh,
Florida, recorded .Julv 26, 1986, by David Taylor. On
deposit at the Florida Folklife Archives, Bureau of
Fhsi ida Folklife Programs, White Springs, Florida.

Intei viess with net maker Martin Cooper of M,u-
port, Floristic. recorded Julv 27, 19144, tw David Tay-
lor. Florida Folklife Archives accession numbei
C.-86-198.

" Interview with retired shrimp fisherman Eddie
Baker of Ma port, Florida, recorded Julv 16, 1956, lo
David Talor. On deposit at the Florida Folklite
Archives, White Springs. Florida. For a tine C ollipila-
noir of personal experience liar ratives concerned
with a maritime os cupation, see: Timothy C. 1.1osd
and Patrick B. Mullen, Lake f:rie Fishermen: Ink, 'ha
dition, and Identity (Urbana and Chicago): Unkei sits.
of Illinois Press, 19901.

Rh hard Dorson, Buying the Wind (Chicago: Univer
sits of (hit ago Press. 1911.1). hfi odicu stories
iiho out Beal, sec: 'elton Peaboidv, 'lid! Barney: The Gourd

: :
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Anmainsisap-or

of Beals Island (Williamsville, N.Y: Periwinkle Press,
1975).

10 In shucking houses where the use of electric
shucking machines has replaced shucking by hand, the
noise level created by the machines is so high that
singing is virtually unintelligible. In such contexts,
shuckers often listen to a radio that broadcasts music
throughout the room, or to personal radios or cassette
players tho listen to through headphones. Singing bv
oyster shuckers is discutsed by Johnson in her article

'Sloppy N'ork for NAni, 0,tu king Oysters on the
Patuxent," 49-51.

" Mack Novak, "Ossterman Blues," St. George
Sound Records CSS-1!52, I978. 45 i.pcm disk rem
ing. Copyright Mack Novak, reprinted with permission

For a mine detailed analstili. SUC DAM .A.
"Songs About Fishing: Examples of Contemporars
Maritime Songs," Canadian holidore Cant-Warn 12. ?K2
(19911I. 85-99,

Conimercial fishing is .1insidcred the most ha,-
ardous of all industrial o« upations in the United
States. Statistics show that fishermen ale so's en times
more likely to die on the joh than %sinkers in the next
most dangerous occupanon.

Interview with shrunp fishy! mut ;harks Herrin
:if Jet( ksonsille, Florida, ret order( filY 31, 1986, hi

it32

David Taylor. Tape recorded interview on deposit at
the Florida Folklife Archives, White Springs, Florida.

" Interview with shrimp fisherman Charles Herrin
of Jacksonville, Florida, recorded July 31, 1986. by
David Taylor.

'" Interview with retired fisherman Albert Gufford
of Mayport. Florida. recorded August 8, 1986, by David
Taylor. On deposit at the Florida Folklife Archives.
White Springs, Florida.

17 Interview with shrimp fisherman Charles Herrin
of Jacksonville, Florida, recorded July 31, 1986, hs
David Taylor.

From oyster fisherman Cletus Anderson of
Apalm hicola, Florida. Recorded in fieldrunes hi Nancy
N1152 and David Taylor on Novembel 6, 1986. Notes on
deixmit at the Florida Folklife .3trihises, White Springs,
Florida.

'4 Net maker Jimmy Carden of Panama Citv, Florida.
in the video documentary fishing All ,Ifs Davi 1White
Springs Blireall of Elm ida Ft dklift. Piogi anis, 1985).

r" Interview with John (;avagan of Neptune Rya(
Florida, recorded July 26. 1986, hy David Taylor.

In addition to playing an important role in
local (midways, conch serves a symbolis function
For most Floridians, the term cone h denotes a native
of. v

17
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Researchers can draw upon a core of tech-
niques to document the variety of cultural
expressions described in the preceding
chapter. Cultural specialists, like doctors,
lawyers, and cabinet makers, employ a pro-
fessional methodology, and the results of
their endeavors are judged according to cer-
tain professional standards. Skillful execu-
tion of techniques will not only result in the
collection of information of high quality but
will implicitly show respect for the people
being documented. Since Part 2 provides
only a general introduction to documenta-
tion, readers are advised to consult works
contained in the bibliography for more
detailed information.

The Project Plan
The first step in any project to document

maritime cultural resources is the formula-
tion of a plan that addresses certain basic
questions alumt the work to be undertaken.
including:

1. What are the goals of the project?
2. What ate the boundaries of the souk'

ht. the Ultima/ area?
tarhavment Mr the S. What methods are to be used to col-
Human, nes. l'hata
IP% h.rry tiler lect data?

,cartesi ,q ateert 1.

$lartne .11un.um

Who will be involved with the project
and what tasks will they be assigned?

et. w 34

5. What equipment and supplies will be
required?

6. What funds must be obtained?
7. What is the project's timetable?
8. How will field data be organized and

preserved after the project has been
completed?

9. What cultural specialists and institu-
tions, if any, are to be involved?

10. How will the public be informed about
the project?

11. How will the public be involved with
the project?

12. What products will be developed with
the collected data?

Even though aspects of the plan may
change over the course of the project,
much time and effort will be saved and con-
fusion avoided if the answers to as many of
these questions as possible ar e determined
before other project activities commence.'

Projects can be conducted at various lev-
els of depth and extent, depending on a
number of factors, including the needs of
the projert, available time and resources,
and the expertise of personnel. One project
might attetnpt to survey a community's
expressive culture cotnprehensivelv.
.,knother might seek ut detcument one type
of cultural expression, such as net-making

19



skills or architecture. Yet another might
document a single, local boat type.

If the project is to be a group effort, a
project coordinator should be selected. The
coordinator will determine the assignment
of tasks in accordance with fieldworkers'
specific knowledge or interests, or along the
lines of the study area's demographic or
geographic features. The coordinator may
also decide if project participants are to
work singly, in pairs, or in teams.

Cultural institutions such as historical
societies, museums, libraries, and archives
can enhance the success of a project in a
number of ways. In addition to providing
access to their collections, they can often
supply technical assistance concerning
methods for collecting, cataloging, and pre-
serving field data. Some repositories lend
tape recorders, cameras, and other field
equipment. Choose a suitable repository to
ensure the preservation of field data long
after the project has ended. Making the
selection at the start of the project will allow
fieldworkers to comply with any special
requirements and procedures established
by the repository. For example, if cataloging
procedures require that all photographs be
accompanied by specific data (such as date,
subject, place of the photograph, and name
of the photographer), fieldworkers will be
prepared to record these data when the
photograph is taken. Many repositories
have forms that can be used by fieldworkers
for collecting and cataloging field data, and
for the acceptance of donated materials.

Tlw goal of a project might be to docu-
ment some aspect of an area's maritime
heritage and preset ve the documents in an
archive. Alternatively, a project's goal might

20
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include not only collection and preserva-
tion of data but also dissemination of por-
tions of it. There are many ways to inform
others about local maritime heritage. One
can plan exhibits, walking tours, or presen-
tations of maritime skills at public schools
in conjunction with the study' of local his-
tory. One can arrange a local maritime folk
arts dav consisting of demonstrations of a
variety of traditional skills such as boat-
building, net-making, oyster-shucking, story-
telling, and cooking. Possible publications
include local histories, cook books, photo
albums, and anthologies of local tales.

The development of such projects
requires careful planning and, in some
cases, budgeting. If funds are necessary, it
may be appropriate to solicit contributions
from local businesses and organizations. If a
project requires major funding, investigate
possible resources, including granting insti-
tutions, locally based corporations, and
foundations.' Local or state arts councils,
state humanities councils, state historic
preservation offices, municipal offices of
cultural affairs, and state folk cultural
offices can sometimes provide funding
and/ or information about grant programs
sponsored by other agencies.

Preliminary Research
In order to obtain maximum benefit

from time in the field, the researcher must
locate and analyze as much information as
possible about the study area and the topics
the project addresses before the start of
fieldwork. If significant data are uncovered,
they. can help dett.111111W the best course for
fieldwork and enhance the quality of work
in the field. To ensure that research efforts
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are not duplicated, it is essential to deter-
mine what cultural documentation projects,
if any, have been previously undertaken
within the study area.

Valuable information on maritime her-
itage can be found in books, articles, census
records, wills, deeds, university theses and
dissertations, photograph collections, maps,
charts, and business records. Helpful publi-
cations concerned with natural resources
are issued by federal and state agencies
such as the U.S. Coast Guard, the National
Marine Fisheries Service, and the Sea Grant
College extension system. Likely sources of
research materials include libraries, histori-
cal societies, archives, museums, court
houses, newspaper files, and private collec-
tions. A number of major publications

a'S

devoted to maritime heritage are listed in
the bibliography. Two especially useful
sources of information: Directory of Maritime
Heritage &mires, published by the National
Trust for Historic Preservation, and Afar.
itime Folklife Resources, published by the
American Folklife Center at the Library of'
Congress.'

For most research projects, it is important
to acquire knowledge about the study area's
natural environment, including its climate.
seasonal weather patterns, topography,
flora, and fauna. If, for example, local fish-
ing traditions are to be investigated, it is

"ssential to know what species are found in
local waters and the life cycle of each. Infor-
mation about the biology of fish and shell-
fish provides a key to understanding the

2 1



patterns of behavior of the fishermen who
pursue them.

Similarly, it is essential to learn about the
laws that regulate commercial and recre-
ational fishing within the study area. Are
there different categories of fishing
licenses? Is there a "limited entry" system
for licensing? Are there specific open and
closed fishing seasons? Are there species-
specific fishing zones? Do regulations
restrict fishing activities to certain types of
vessels or gear?

In addition to amassing specific types of
information about the environment and
laws that regulate its use, researchers should
attempt to synthesize data and formulate a
history of the relationship between the envi-
ronment and people. How has the environ-
ment shaped human activities? How have
human activities altered the environment?
What are the principal "seasonal rounds" of
activities followed by people within the
study area, and how have thev changed over
time? In order to develop a study area's
environmental history, researchers may' find
it helpful to consult with biologists, ecolo-
gists, geographers. soil scientists, and others
who are familiar with the region.

Before commencing fieldwork, a
researcher should use maps and charts to
become more familiar with the study' area.
Ordinary road maps provide some informa-
tion about the landscape. but U.S. Geologi-
cal Service topographical maps and
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Admin-
istration nautical charts provide much
Mort!. Other cartographic aids include
maps used lw local governments for zoning
and property assessment, and maps used 1)%
historic reservation organizations to show
the locations sites and properties. Aerial

22

photographs, sometimes obtainable from
state departments of natural resources or
the offices of county property appraisers,
can serve the same function. All these mate-
rials can illuminate settlement patterns and
locate man-made structures, waterways,
landmarks, and fishing grounds. After field-
work has begun, researchers can draw their
own maps or modify existing maps in order
to plot features of the landscape such as the
distribution of house types, the boundaries
of fishing territories, and the locations of
significant buildings and navigation land-
marks.

Another valuable preliminary activity is a
reconnaissance field trip. This is especially
useful if researchers are not familiar with
the study area. Essentially, the purpose of
such a trip is lo survey the study area to
determine a region's general layout, and to
identifv features that merit documentation.

The next task is to create a list of potential
interviewees. This is done by talking with
residents of the study area. Individuals likely
to have especially broad views of local mar-
itime activities include harbor masters, fish-
eries extension agents. fish buyers, and the
employees of marine supply stores and bait
and tackle shops. Postal clerks, clergymen,
town officials, shop keepers, and newspaper
reporters may also be good sources of infor-
mation. When asking questions, researchers
should make it clear who they are, what
information is being sought. and why the
information is being sought. There is no
substitute for honesty in such matters. Field-
workersespecially if they are strangers
mav encounter some measure of suspicion
on the part of people they contact. While
attitudes vary considerably from place to
place, it is important to bear in mind that

?
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\1lt,

inquisitive outsiders are .not alwass siewed
in a positise light. Oftensuch attitudes are
tlie result of ..tctual or }wrecked ill-treat-
ment from marine patrol officers, biolo-
gists, and oiher npresentatives of state
regulators agencies, as well as agents of the
Internal Revenue Service and various types
or researchers. A tactic that sometimes
helps to acquaint people with research
efforts is to subnnt a news release about the
project to the local newspaper. If the
release imludes a request for assistance,
accompanied by the address and teleplmne
number of the project coordinator, area
residents may provide suggestions about
knowledgeable people to interview and
other sources of' information. The "Infor-
mant Information" forns included as
Appendix A.1 can be used to develop a file
of potential informants.

After a list of potential informants has
been drawn up, use it to plan a schedule
for interviewing and other types of docu-
mentation. For example, if researchers
have little understanding of the history of
the study area, they might first interview a
retired school teacher whom area residents
have named as the person most kmmledge-
able about local history. Similarly, if the
project is concerned only with local boat-
building traditions, researchers might draw
up a list of all local builders, collect basic
infOrmation about each one, then decide
to contact the most experienced builder
before speaking with the others. For the
purposes of some projects, such as compre-
hensive surveys of local maritime tradi-
tions, it is important to select a repre-
sentative sample of local residents.

Researchers should be flexible in their
work and be prepared to modify their field
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plan if new leads develop or new sources of
information are discovered. If the project is
a group effort, regular meetings with other
fieldworkers will be needed to share infor-
mation and to assess the need for any mod-
ifications in the work plan. As more and
more data are collected, fieldworkers may
recognize the need to add or delete certain
queries, potential informants, and topics.
In addition, experiences in the field may
indicate the need to alter documentation
techniques.

Before interviewing begins, attempt to
determine local standards for meeting a
new person. Is it considered appropriate to
make initial contact over the telephone? Is
an unannounced visit to a person's home by
a stranger acceptable? Would an introduc-
tion by another resident be the best
approach? It is also prudent to learn local
views about proper attire, times of the day
to visit, and forms of address.

It is often beneficial to use the first face-
to-face contact with a potential informant to
introduce oneself, explain the project, and
obtain more information about the person
before getting down to the business of
scheduling an interview. It may turn ou.
that the person knows nothing whatsoever
about project topics; consequently, it may
not be necessary to bring up the subject of
an interview. If the person does possess rele-
vant knowledge, the initial meeting can also
serve as an opportunity to gather informa-
tion for use in preparing for the formal
interview. On occasion, when the subject is
willing and the interviewer is prepared, the
initial meeting Inas also prove to be an
appropriate tinie to conduct an interview.
In order to be readv to take advantage of'
such opportunities. fieldworkers should

24
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have the necessary equipmenttape
recorder, tape, noteNiok, pen or pencil
close at hand (in the car, for example) and
ready for immediate use.

To promote successful fieldwork and
encourage community support and cooper-
ation, fieldworkers should: (1) be open and
honest about the nature of their work; (2)
demonstrate enthusiasm for their work; (3)
cultivate the skill of listening to what people
have to say; (4) be sensitive to appropriate
behavior and etiquette; (5) protect sensitive
or cnfidential information elicited from
informants; and (6) show informants that
their assistance is genuinely appreciated.

11.

IMa

AO

Fieldnotes
Every researcher should maintain a field

notebook. Fieldnotes are a record of the
researcher's activities in the field and
should be written up before the end of
eyerv dav. They should include such things
as general observations about the progress
of fieldwork, impressions of p02rsons who
have been interviewed, summaries of con-
versations, descriptions of settings, and
drawings and diagrams of buildings and
other artifacts. They should also include
information that is useful for the interpreta-
tion of project documents, such as lighting
conditions during photography and sources
of extraneous sounds picked up by a tape
recorder.' Maintaining a field notebook or
fieldnote files in a portable computer is an
excellent way of rreserving small hits of
data that may seem insignificant at the time
of entry but will take on importance after
fieldwork is completed. At the very least,
fieldnotes provide a useful chronology of
the fieldworker's activities. At best, they are
the intellectual core of a project's docu-
mentation, preserving the observations and
ruminations of the fieldworker as the pro-
ject unfolds.
Interviewing

Interviewing is an efficient technique for
gathering data and the one most Often used
by many cultural specialists. When a field-
worker conducts an interview, he or she
must determine the amount of control
to he applied. A nondirected interview
encourages discussion of a wide range of'
topics that are largely determined by the
interests of the informant. A directed inter-
view is usually characteriled bv the inter-
viewer's attention to very specific topics and
questions. Sometimes the interviewer may
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hange the appt oach. 1.(41: example, an
1111(.1%1(.5511 might sscitch from a directed k)
A III)11(111 ted AppFnitch it It beC011leti
(tent 111,11 ttl 11114(1 MAW'S StoFel)11tit' (If tra-
flilkllIAI ktiovledge presents an unusual
(4)1)4 (I ItIllit \ tOt the documentation Of many
genet al aspects of local culture. I)ata
4.114 ited during iliterviesys can be reCOrtled
III (SI iiing ill the form of fi(..1(1notes, 01 ,ts
anslActs to questions on ,t questionnaire.
I IIi'S 4.111 ,11 50 he Ft'l'Ordc.(1 vtihitiiii 011
Audit) tape with a tape I ecorder, or
e« ded both ,turalls and visually on vide( I-

tape v)ith video ( and slItind Wilt. Iii
the ( ase ()I interviews recorded (ni audio or
ideo tape, it is proper tu ask the informant

to sign 'A C0115e111 forIll in order to establish
that he of slit. has given permission for the
use of infolmation On the tape. 'the text of
the 1141111 '411()1111f1 spe.ci1V as accurately as pos-
slide whet(' the tape recording will be
deposited and how it mav be used. If the
ink )I Mall Wisheti tO place reStFiCtiOnti on
the use II the recording, these restrictions
should be written on the form. A sample
-111101 111a111 Consent" form is included as
\ppendix

I het(' is no question that tape-reconled
inlet views ate an effective wa% to collect
thhtt Illation. Tut thltse unfamiliar with field-
%%tit Is, inlet viewing on tape may appear to
be the easiest task imaginable: .just turn on
the tape tecordet and let the 11(.1.5011 talk.
Rut I obtain maxim 11111 VAR', a tape-

oided intei view 5110111(1 not be viewed as
teplat ement for background res(.arch

AN A lbstillIte Int taking notes. litirtlit.r-
1111)1(.. s)tu(' ()nt.'s tiuh e. in the field is lim-
ited, it is essay) to prepare thoroughly
1o1 Intel 5ic55.5. Leal n as much as possible
.11)0111 the topi( ot topics to lte discussed.
\tumult to anti( ipate the kind (i1 (.xpertise
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the 111101 111,1111 po55Cs5e5 hetOIC the noel-
view. Jot down notes in advance «m«.1n-
ing topics to he explot ed. A lIOVl r sluruld
practice nue, viewing with a fellow team

talllik Menthei behge
entering the field. The experience of
being nue, viewed is equally instructive
.111(1 C011t1 iblIft's ,1 krell appreciation of
the prticess.

Interviews let orded on tape are dor u-
merits that not olds benefit the collet tor,
but. if preserved in a repository such as
library, 111104(11111. ol at Chive, C1111 alSO sSisl

110111 C It'Seat the! s. The interviewer sh011id
1)ear in mind that others not present at the
time of the actual interview may someday
listen to the tap('. 'Ft) facilitate hill and
proper comprehension of the interview, pay.
close attenthm to the technical quality of
the recording, and try to clarify all issues
discussed. If, for example, an informant
says, "I caught a fish this big," and holds his
or her Inunis apart to indicate the size, the
interviewer slundd say, "Oh, about thirty
inches" (or whateyet length is appropriat('),
in order to clarifY the approximate size for
the benefit of those who listen to the
ecording later on.

Since the field recording should repre-
sent, as accurately as possible, the commu-
incative event involving the interviewe,- and
the subject, the interviewer should not turn
the recorder on and off during the inter-
vie5% in an effirrt to save tape. M(KeOver, if
the interviewer frequently turns the
recorder on and off when the subjet t is
speaking, the sublet t can easily form the
impression that the interviewer considers
some statements to be less valuable than
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othet s. Fichlwot kers should lit ing an ade-
quaw suPl" If lalw .111(1 I"'Parod let
the ler older 1 1111 ,IS tVeely as possible.

1 he use or tape r atalog for ms, to be filled
out by the collector as soon as possible after
each interview, is esm.mtial. Completed cata-
log tot nis strengthen the value of record-
ings by put detailed outlines of their
()mews. Even if full, verb, tim transcrip-

tions oi field recordings are to be made
later onofien an expensive and time-con-
suming processthe preparation of cata-
logs is still beneficial. An "Audio Tape Log"
lot m is included as Appendix 1.3.

Interviewing is c skill ofsome complexity.
Available guides to the subje('t include
Edward I). Ives's The "lape-liecorded Interview:
A Guide for Fieldworkers in Folklore and Oral
I It .stor.v, Bruce Jackson's Fieldwork, and Ken-
neth S. Goldstein's A Guide for Field Workers
in Folldore. These works cover such key top-

s as selecting infOrmants, learning to use
recording equipment, keeping fieldnotes,
using interviewing strategies, and cata-
loging and transcribing field tapes. These
topics are also covered ill the instructional
videotape program on interviewingAn Oral
Historians Work, that features explanations
and demonstrations by seasoned inter-
view('r Edward I), Ives.f,

Sound Recordings
A researcher's level of craftsmanship with

tape-recorded interviews is evidenced not
only by interviewing skill, but bv the ability
to produce recordings of high quality% The
achn.yement of high-quality sound record-
ings telateti to the type of recorder, micro-
phone, anti tape used, the way the
equioment is set up, anti the choice of
recording site.
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Audiocassette tape recorders, if carefully
used, can give very satisfactory results. By
and large, more expensive models ($200 to
$500) offer the best performance, but good
results can be obtained with less-expensive
machines. Although the size of the very
smallest recorders may be attractive,
researchers should consider that slightly
larger machines often provide some of the
following desirable features: the use of
larger batteries and hence greatt r battery'
capacity; an easy-to-read volume NI')
meter that indicates the recording level
(and often the condition of the batteries as
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well); a line- or auxiliary-level input to per-
mit the copying of other recordings, the
recording of an event directly from a public
address system, or the like; and, occasion-
ally, the ability to choose between automatic
and manual control of recording levels.
The very best recordings are made with pro-
fessional open-reel equipment. In the near
future, this equipment will likely be sur-
passed by a new generation of portable digi-
tal recorders.

If interviews are structured so that the
informant does most of the talking. a
monaural recorder will probably' suffice.
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Even with the use of a clip-on microphone
an interviewer's questions will be heard,
although with an "off-mike" quality. On the
other hand, if the interviews are structured
as dialogue or if interviews are conducted
with two or more individuals, a stereo
recorder and two microphones may well be
called for. A stereo recorder may also be
useful for recording events or activities
other than interviews. A professional sound
recordist, however, may be needed to make
a high-quality recording of, say, a church
service or the verbal exchanges between
workers on the deck of a fishing vessel. And
certain types of musical performance may
best be recorded in a studio.

Regardless of the type of recorder, the
two most important factors in producing a
good recording are the placement of the
microplione and the control of ambient
sound. External cardioid, lavaliere, or clip-
on microphones are recommended over
internal, built-in microphones that pick up
excessive amounts of machine noise and
ambient sounds. Because ambient noise
increases in proportion to the distance
between the microphone and the subject, it
is important to place the microphone as
close as possible to the subject's mouth. A
cardioid microphone can be attached to a
boom and suspended above and in front of
the subject's head. A lavaliere or clip-on
microphone can be easily fastened to the
subject's clothing.

The type of recording tape used is an
important consideration. For best results,
use high-quality, name-brand tape.
Researchers who use cassette tapes usually
select sixty-minute cassettes (thirty minutes
per side). Longer tapesthose Over forty-
five minutes per sideare thinner and

k-st
A

more susceptible to stretching or breaking.
Cassettes held together with screws are bet-
ter than those held together with glue
because they can be easily disassembled for
repair of broken or jammed tape.
Researchers who employ open-reel
machines usually prefer tape with a thick-
ness of 1.5 mils because tape of this thick-
ness is stronger and subject to less "print
through" than thinner tape.

The recording site is another important
factor in achieving high-quality recordings.
Since field interviews are usually conducted
in a subject's home or work place rather
than in a sound studio, the researcher must
select a location within such areas offering
the best possibility for a clear recording.
This might mean choosing a room with car-
pets and curtains, which minimize the
reverberation of sound, or selecting the
room furthest from a noisy street. If a televi-
sion or radio is playing, or a fan is whirling,
the researcher might request that they be
turned off during the interview. Although
fieldworkers may feel hesitant about these
requests, those "who work carefully with
good equipment convey to the infinmant
how much they value his words and thus
produce a flattering and positive effect."7

In order to facilitate the preservation of a
field recording, copies should be made as
soon as possible and used for cataloging
and transcribing so the original tape can be
spared the wear and tear. In short, the origi-
nal recording should be viewed its the "mas-
ter" and protected accordingly.

Participant-Observation
One of the best ways to understand the

forms and functions of maritinie traditions
is to take part in the day-to-day activities of
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the community. The premise underlying
participant-observation, as this approach is
called, is that the researcher becomes a
more effective observer by taking an active
role in the performance of regular activi-
tiesby assisting a local cook with the
preparation of seafood gumbo, for exam-
ple, or by working as a deckhand on a
shrimp boat. The approach also demon-
strates to members of the community the
researcher's commitment to the documen-
tation of maritime heritage. In many cases,
involvement with such ordinary chores as

JIM

3 0

cleaning fish, culling oysters, or shoveling
ice into a hold will not only enhance the
researcher's understanding of the pro-
cesses, techniques, and words associated
with these activities, but will also result in
better rapport with informants.

How does one arrange to be a participant
observer in a maritime community? Usually,
it is best not to broach the subject too early
in a relationship. Once rapport has been
established, many community members will
spontaneously issue an invitation: "Well, if
you really want to learn about oystering, the
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In some cases, it may not be possible both
to observe and to participate. Tins is espe-
cially likely with activities that require a
high level of expel tise or are conducted at a
pace required to meet a production sched-
ule. For example, professional boat builders
are seldom interested in taking the tinw
required to teach their multiple skills to a
novice because they usually caimot atTord
to interrupt their work schedules. Conse-
quently, unless the researcher already pos-
sesses the skills necessary to be hired by a
boat builder, or can place an order for a
boat and convince the builder that he or
she should be permitted to help build it,
probably the best one can hope for is to be
allowed to observe boatbuilding activities
and, when time permits, to interview r'-.e
builder. There are, however, a number of
activities common to maritime communities
that the researcher can try without a great
deal of' difficulty. These inchule tasks that
are baskally simple and repetitive, stICh as
cooking, mending nets. sorting fish, filling
bait bags, atufpoling a boat.

Although it is sometimes necessary to for-
mally request permission to) be a par tic i-
pant-observer, as in the case of filleting fish
at a fish plant, in most instances opportuni-
ties to try one's hand at an activity arise nat-
urally. The researcher who has gone along
on a fishing trip mainly to observe tiyities
and take photographs may, for example, see
a chance to help the clew suit fi Sh
Ri.scarchers should :i!ways be on the hiok-
out for such opportunities. However, one
should mver be pushy about participating:
wait ha a dile( t ler iii obtain ',emission
rust.

InsInue fishing activities ate among th()se
best suited hit partio vatiun.
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After obtaining permission from an experi-
enced fisherman to go along on a fishing
trip, it is important to determine the time of
departure, destination, and approximate
time of return. The researcher should find
out what personal gear and supplies should
be obtained, including special clothing such
as gloves, rubber boots, and foulweather
gear; a life preserver; tools; and food. Since
in some areas all persons engaged in com-
mercial fishing must be properly licensed, ask
whether a license or permission from an offi-
cial is required. Before the trip, it is also a
good idea to go aboard the boat and check
out the arrangement of space and the avail-
ability ot' running water, cooking equipment.
and restroom facilities. Since boats, especially
small inshore craft, are sometimes not outfit-
ted with "heads" (restrooms), this is a detail
that many researchers (especially female
researchers) will not want to overlook.

In most cases a notebook, pens, pencils,
camera, and film are the best equipment
for the documentation of fishing. Because
these items may be exposed to the ele-
ments, it is advisable to keep them in a plas-
tic bag, rucksack, or other waterproof
container. Bring along several pens and
pencils, plenty of film in a variety of speeds,
lens-cleaning fluid and tissue, and a spare
battery for the camera. Also bring along a
couple of rubber bands to keep the pages
of the field notebook from blowing around
if the wind comes up. Tape recording inter-
views on a boat may be hindered by the
noise created by the vessel's engines.R Fur-
thermore, it may not be possible for the
fishermen to take time from their normal
activities to participate in an interview.
However, some tYpes of fishing trips. espe-
cially those which are characterized hv long
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periods of slack time, can be conducive to
tape recording. The feasibility of making
sound recordings should be determined
before the trip. If the decision is made to
bring recording equipment, be sure to
carry along enough fresh batteries.

Before leaving on the fishing trip, write
down a list of topics to be investigated on
board the boat. These might include:

names and uses of boat spaces and gear
sequence of fishing operations
information needed to locate fishing areas
roles of crewmen
ages and working experience of crewmen
family ties between crewmen
names fishermen use for birds, fish,

landmarks, and fishing grounds
approximate times of fishing opera-

tions, rest periods, and meals
jokes, stories, and other narratives

beliefs
customs
communication with fishermen on

other boats
navigation techniques, including the

use of landmarks
While aboard a fishing boat, researchers

should be honest about the amount of
experience they have had with fishing.
There is no point in pretending to be expe-
rienced. In fact, if the researcher is recog-
nized as a novice, fishermen will often go
out of their way to explain the basic
detailsthe how and the whyof their
activities; such details would not be articu-
lated under normal circumstances. More-
over, because fishing can he hazardous,
even for the most experienced fisherman,
be sure to ask the crewmen to identifY the
safest places to stand during fishing opera-
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tions. Although fishermen will probably be
content to let the researcher stand back and
observe their work, write notes, and take
photographs, it is worthwhile to volunteer
to help with some aspect of the work. If the
offer is accepted, assistance will lighten
fishermen's work load, and also give them
cause to view the researcher as a "good
sport" and a person "not too proud to get his
hands dirty."

In order to understand the meaning of
the activities taking place on the boat,
"begin very generally and let the patterns of
movement, smells, noises and colors suggest
their own structure to you.9 Throughout the
fishing trip try to determine the flow of

work. How are decisions reached about
when and where to fish? What is the regular
sequence of activities involved with setting
and retrieving gear? What are the specific
responsibilities of each crewman? How is
information communicated between crew-
men? When do periods of intense activity
occur? When are the slack times? Because
most types of fishing involve the repetition
of a particular sequence of actions, it is
likely that the researcher will have several
opportunities to observe the performance
of the "core technique" characteristic of the
fishery.

If time permits, it is instructive to make
more than one trip on the same boat in

6EST COPY AVAILABLE
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order to verify observations made on the
first trip. Additional trips can also be made
to study how changes in gear, weather,
time of year, and depth of water influence
fishing.

Photography
Photography is an invaluable tool for

recording many subjects of cultural signifi-
cance, from single artifacts to complicated
events. A detailed discussion of the merits
of photography as a research tool is beyond
the scope of the present publication, but
the reader is advised to consult John and
Malcolm Collier's Visual Anthropology: Pho-
tography as a Research Tool and Bruce Jack-
son's Fieldwork.1°

Today, the standard equipment for still
photography in the field is the 35-mm single
lens reflex (SLR) camera with interchange-
able lenses. Since it is often beneficial to
make a photographic record on color as
well as on black-and-white film, access to two
camera bodies with an identical lens mount-
ing system is desirable. Due to advances
made in electronics in recent years, modern
35-mm cameras are relatively easy to oper-
ate. Most possess "automatic" modes that
require the photographer to do little more
than focus and press the shutter release.

The choice of color or black-and-white
film should be based on how the pho-
tographs will be used. For example, if a
publication will be the result of a documen-
tation project, black-and-white film is proba-
bly the appropriate choice in most cases. If
the main vehicle for communication will be
a slide show, then color slides are the better
choice. The goals of some projects will dic-
tate that fieldworkers use both color and
black-and-white film for documentation. A
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wide assortment of slow and fast films
designed for various lighting conditions al'e
availableslower films for bright light and
faster films for low light. In order to obtain
the best possible photographs under field
conditions, researchers should carry sev-
eral rolls of film suited to different levels
of light. In settings where very low light
prevails, the use of an electronic flash
(strobe) and/or a sturdy tripod may be
advantageous.

When planning how photography will be
conducted in the field, it is advisable to
draw up a schedule of photographic tasks.
Most field photography can be assigned to
one of four subject categories: human activ-
ities, portraits, artifacts, and photographs in
an informant's collection. Each of these
presents particular problems for the pho-
tographer and calls for the application of
certain equipment or techniques.

When photographing human activities,
24-mm and 35-mm wide-angle lenses are
useful for capturing two or more people
relating to each other, to their work, and to
interior space. Complete coverage of
human activities requires taking a variety of
medium and close-up shots while walking
all the way around the scene. In order to
ensure that every step of a process is
recorded, fieldworkers should learn to take
many photographs. Later, copies of photos
can be used to great advantage in eliciting
detailed information from informants
about the various, steps in the process
details that might otherwise escape the
attention of the fieldworker.

Portrait photography is usually con-
ducted with lenses with focal lengths of 85-
in m to 135-ni in. When taking portrait
photos, tripods may be used to increase
camera steadiness. People who pose for por-
traits are usually more conscious of the pho-
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Documenting Maritime Fo &lite

tographer than are those who are engaged
in activities. Frequently subjects will stitkn
up and assume an extremely grave
demeanor. It is the fieldworker's responsibil-
ity to make the subject feel at ease so that a
more natural image may be recorded. Usu-
ally this can be achieved if good rapport is
established. It is often helpful for the pho-
tographer to explain the type of shot that he
or she would like to take and how the equip-
ment will be used to achieve that end.

With artifact photography, it is important
to take photographs of each artifact from a
variety of angles in order to record its basic
characteristics. With complex objects, take
close-up shots of significant features as well.
So that viewers of photographs will be able
to discern the size of the artifact, it is advis-
able to place a suitable object of known
sizea coin, a ruler, a range polenext to
it for at least one shot. For example, when
photographing buildings a range pole
marked off in one-foot intervals and a
shorter measuring stick marked off in ket
and inches are appnipriate foir most shots.
Photographers should pay close attention
to background and depth of field to ensure
that the artifact is sharply depicted on tilm.
With Ian ge, immovable artifacts, such as
houses, the photographer should select
lighting conditions and viewing angles
that depict them to best advantage. Small
artifacts can be placed in front of contrast-
ing backgrounds. Because tripods increase
camera stability and permit longer expo-
sure times, they are useful fin al tam t pho-
tography.

Fieldworkers are often given permissitm
to cops' photographs in pi ivate collectitms.
While it is somethnes possible to btu tow
photographs and take them to a proles.
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sional photo lab to be copied, if copies are
made at the owner's home the chance of
losing originals is eliminated." Copies can
be made with a 35-mm camera and a stan-
dard copy stand consisting of an adjustable
camera mount, a platform upon which the
photo rests, and bright lights for illuminat-
ing the photo. An acceptable substitute can
be improvised by inverting the center col-
umn of a tripod, affixing the camera to the
mount, and using adjustable lamps or natu-
ral light to illuminate the subject photo.
Special attachments for close-up work, or
"micro" or "macro" lenses, are highly rec-
ommended for copying photographs and
other small objects. When copying photos,
fieldworkers should bear in mind that a
photo itself is an artifact. In order to convey
this, it is important to take at least one shot
of the entire photo. including its borders.

Although it is impossible to predict all
the photographic problems that may occur
in maritime settings, it is possible to note a
few that fieldworkers are likely to
encounter. When photographing on and
around water, glare from reflected sunlight
is a frequent annoyance. In order to reduce
glare, one may wish to consider attaching a
polarizing filter to the camera lens. These
filters are relatively inexpensive and may be
purchased at most camera shops. Another
problem is damage to emlipment resulting
from contact with water, espy( ially salt
water. Photography on moving boats, for
t xample. neatly alwass "xposes photo-
graphic gear to Inas. lu out down on expo-
sure to water, equipment not in use should
be kept in a plastic hag or some other water-
proof containet. In ;ifidition, it is input tant
to change film and lenses in protected arras
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to ensure that water does not enter a cam-
era's internal mechanisms. If underwater
photographs' is required, special waterproof
housings and waterproof cameras can be
obtained at a variety of prices. One other
problem that often confronts fieldworkers
is achieving good photographic coverage in
confined spaces, such as boat cabins and
small workshops. This problem is easily
solved with the use of wide-angle lenses. In
such situations, 24mm and 28mm lenses
are especially useful.

In order to permit proper cataloging and
analysis, it is necessary to record all perti-
nent data about each photograph. General
information about the photo session (such
as date, place, names of subjects, descrip-
tion of scene, and name of photographer)
should be recorded in the fieldnotes at the
end of each day of photography. The cata-
loging of individual images will probably
not occur until after the film has been pro-
cessed and converted into slides or nega-
tives. After processing, data pertinent to
each image can be entered on a form, such
as the "Photograph Log" included as Appen-
dix A.4. Black-and-white films can be more
efficiently cataloged and filed if a contact
sheet is made of each roll. The filing of
slides is enhanced with the use of archival-
quality slide storage sheets.

If a project's fieldwot kers are not experi-
enced photographers. or if the production
of high-quidity photographs is important
for the success of a project, it may be a good
idea to obtain the services of a professional
photographer.

Documenting Artifacts
The investigation of many topics is

required for a full understanding of any
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item of culture within its natural setting.
Documentation of items of material culture
should begin with a review of published and
unpublished information pertaining to the
type of artifact to be documented. Although
the nature of information sought will vary
according to the goals of the project and
the expertise of researchers, central topics
to be investigated include distribution,
design, construction, and use. Moving from
the general class of artifacts to the specific
example to be documented in the field,
researchers should ascertain:

the date of its creation
the name of its designer
the name of its maker
the names of present and past owners
its uses
the materials of which it is made
its component parts
modifications to its structure or use
its significance to the community

The next step in the documentation pro-
cess is the recording of physical properties.
This can be accomplished through the
application of techniques such as photogra-
phy, drawings, field observation, and mea-
surement of principal dimensions. Because
boats and buildings are two of the most
prominent tvpes of artifacts to be found in
maritime communities, additional com-
ments about the documentation of their
physical properties are in order.

Boats are an important and conspicuous
class of objects in marit;.me culture, and
they often exhibit regional difTerences in
fOrm, construction, and use as a result of
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adaptation 0) specific environmental condi-
tions and use requirements. For example.
the light "gledes skiff- is well suited to the
calm, shallow waters of the everglades ot
south Florida. Other types. such as the
Maine lobster boat. the New jersev sneak-
box. the Lake Superior fish tug. and the
Louisiana pirogue, possess forms that have
evolved as builders attempted to improve
their suitabilitv to local contexts. Because of
their importance to residents of maritime
communities, boats are prime candidates
for documentation.

In many cases, the documentation of the
forms of boats requires specialized skills
and knowledge. It is especiallY important to
learn how to take accurate measurements
1-)Y hand. Unlike buildings and other arti-
facts that possess straight lines and flat sur-
faces, boats often have complicated shapes
based on complex (.11rveti. Such shapes.
which generally vary greatly. Met- the length
oi a hull, make the accurate recording of
hull forms a painstaking and time-consum-
ing task and call tor the use ot certain tools
and techniques. In addition, to ensure that
component parts of vessels are properly
identified. it is necessary to become familiar
with standard terminologY as well as local-
ized terms. An ex«.IIem reference work fOr
standard terminology. is Rene de kerchoye's
Internattonal Alaritime Dirtomar.v.11:

If the goal of a project is to document
local craft so that exact forms t an be pre-
seryed, then the desiied coo product of
fieldwork is probably a set of ai curate lines
plans and a table of offsets for emit boat. In
addition to preserving boat foi ins graphi-
cally. such data Call ht. 11) 111111(1 11,1)11( as
and to stud\ 1410 al design and 4 onstruction

,u to t. !f lIlt plole( I requiles the pro-
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duction of high-quality lines plans, it may
be necessary to hire a naval architect to
record the hull form and execute drawings.
Alternatively, researchers may elect to learn
how to "take the lines" of a vessel and sup-
ply these data to a naval architect or compe-
tent draftsnmn for conversion to a lines
plan. For projects that do not demand pro
fessional-quahty lines plans, it may be possi-
ble for fieldworkers to record hull
measurements and execute adequate lines
plans for small craft (under twenty feet).
Essentially, "taking the lines" is a process of
obtaining measurements from an existing
hull, recording these measurements in a
standard table of offsets, and then using
these measurements to draft (or loft) in two
dimensions the set of drawings that defines
the hull form. The amount of time required
to learn this process will vary, but it is prob-
ably safe to say that a person can acquire
the basic skills necessary for small craft doc-
umentation in a week or less.

The best way to learn is to observe an
experienced person take the lines of a boat,
then imitate the lines taker's actions. If such
an opportunity is not available, one may
learn the basics by studying published
descriptions of the process, then practicing
with an actual boat, preferably a boat under
twenty feet in length. Fieldworkers must
bear in mind that no single methodology
can be used for the documentation of all
vessels. Lines-taking techniques must be
modified in accordance with such factors as
vessel size, shape, and location. Techniques
are discussed by John Gardner in his arti-
ck-s "Taking Lines Off Bigger Boats," "Tak-
ing Off Lines Allows Duplication of Existing
Boats," and "Triangulation Method is 11'ell
Suited to Lifting Lmes", by Walter j. Sim-

a i.. ;
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mons in his book Lines, Lofting and Half
Models; and by David A. Taylor in his article
"Taking the Lines."' The lofting procedure
is clearly explained in Allan H. Vaitses's
book Lofting." A concise description of how
the lines of a particular small boat were
taken off in the field is given in Appendix
B.2 of this book. If the project's goal is
merely to record the genet al characteristics
of local boats, then fieldworkers can record
key measurements and other significant
details. A boat documentation form that
can be used for the latter purpose is
included as Appendix A.5.

For a thorough documentation of a ves-
sel, it is necessary to gather a variety of con-
textual data. These data include
information about the history of boat build-
ing and boat use in the area, as well as
information about the designer, builder,
owner, and the uses of, and modifications
to, each boat to be documented.

Properly executed measured drawings
are the most accurate record of a building.
Unfortunately, exact scale drawings can be
expensive to produce since they often
require the services of an architect or
draftsman. However, for the purposes of
mans. projects, serviceable drawings can be
produced by fieldworkers who do not pos-
sess formal training in architecture.

Before measurement activities com-
mence, it is important to decide which
buildings should be measured, how much
time and personnel can be devoted to the
task, and the manner in which the work
should he conducted. Since it is essential to
understand the structure of a building in
order to determine what types of drawings
should be made, it is beneficial to make a
preliminary survey. Because it is seldom
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possible to record mery detail of a building,
the fieldworker must decide what features
of the structure to record and the types of
drawings and their complexity. As Harley"
McKee points out in Recording Mitotic Build
ings: The Historic American Building Survey,
sevri al types of drawings can be made,
including location plan (which locates the
property with reference to highways, towns,
and natural features), plot plan (which indi-
cates the building's relationship to struc-
tures. gardens, or other features of the
immediate eiwironment) , floor plan (which
records room layout, and locations of (loors,
windows, stairways, and structural supports
of each level of the building), and exterior
elevation (which represents the facade of a
building projected on a vertical plane).15

With regard to the measurement of the
actual structure, best results are obtained by
tecor ding measurements by hand. This can
he efficiently accomplished by three-person
teams; two to take measurements and one
to record measurements in a field note-
book. Two can accurately collect data if one
calls out measurements and the other
records them. Because it is difficult to mea-
mre large surfaces without assistance, single
fieldworkers cannot work as efficiently. To
ensure that field measurements are prop-
erly interpreted when it is time to use them
to produce a scale drawing, it is helpful to
sketc h the feature to be measured in the
field notebook before measuring begins.
Then, as measurements are taken, they can
be %%linen alongside corresponding aspects

Ilw skete h. Measuring devices employed
bY fieldworkers include steel tapes, folding
ole and straight ides \ pritfile gauge c;in

lit used to record the shapes of muulding.
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Part How to Document

In addition to) other data noted above,
measurements of buildings should be sup-
plemented by interior and exterior pho-
tographs, and by. inventories of furnishings
and sketches of their placement. Artifacts
found within the structure or on its prop-
erty are particularly significant, and they
should be fully documented. A sample
building documentation form, which can
be used to record measurements and other
data, is included as Appendix A.6.

After You Leave the Field
Upon the completion of fieldwork,

researchers should move on to the business
of cataloging and analyzing the data that
has been collected. This work, some of
which should have already been accom-
plished in the field. includes such tasks as
cataloging tape recordings and photo-
graphic materials, and evaluating the body
of field data. If analysis reveals that some
critical item of information was not col-
lected, it may he necessary to return to the
field to obtain it.

Another post-fieldwork activity is the
preparation of field data fbr a repository..
This includes proper identification, cata-
loging, and packaging of all materials in
accordance with the repository's standard
procedures. If duplicate copies of tape
recordings or other materials are required by
proicct resealchers, it may lw iulvamageous
to make them befbre the originals are placed
in a repository., since mune repositories may
nut he equipped lb handle this (Imre abet
the materials have been turned over. It is

important to work closely with repository per-
sonnel to ensure that materials are prepared
in a manner most conducive to prem.1 vation
and full use by tither resean. hers.

Fieldworkers should express their appre-
ciation to individuals who have assisted with
the project. Face-to-face expressions of grat-
itude are appropriate, as are thank-you let-
ters on letterhead stationery when the
project has been sponsored by an institu-
tion. If photography and sound recording
have been important parts of documenta-
tion efforts, copies of photographs and
taped interviews make suitable gifts for peo-
ple who have been helpful. If a publication,
exhibit, or film results from the project,
acknowledge the assistance of local resi-
dents in print. The way that fieldworkers
express their gratitude will likely influence
the level of cooperat'on a-.corded any
future researchers.

It is always a sound practice to keep peo-
ple in the study. area informed about the
project. In particular, those from whom
information has been collected should be
kept abreast of plans for the use of the
materials. If some product will resultarti-
cle, book, or exhibitfind ways to share it
with them.

Ethics
Ethics play a critical role in field research.

Researchers must be truth ful abciut the pur-
pose of their inquiries and should ensure
that infimmation elicited from people does
not cause them harm. Commitments gisen
,ibotit maintaining the anonymity of infor-
mants or the confidentiality of information
should always be honored. Researchers
should be sensitive to the fact that many
issues can be divisive within a community
and that revealing certain kinds of informa-
tion may have serious implications. For
example. divulging information about a
man's fishing territories or about the code
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words he uses over the CB radio to let a
kinsman know he has located a school of
fish could interfere with his ability to earn
an income. Although informants often
reveal a great deal of private knowledge to
the researcher, the researd.er should not
atiSlil»t' that this information is for public
dissemination. Occasionally, the researcher
will face the dilemma of choosing between
accuratel, communicating the information
that he or ,he has collected and the respon-
sibility to the people from whom informa-
tion has been acquired. Since there are no
general guidelines that will resolve this
dilemma in all cases, the researcher will
have to rely on his or her sense of justice
and honesty.it'
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Appendix : A. 1

Fieldworker:

Date:

INFORMANT

'IP

INFORMANT INFORMATION

Project:

Name: ;1.asti (First) (Middle)

Address

City State:

Phone: (

Zip:

Birth Date:

Occupation:

Special knowledge or skill:

Comments:

Jeff Brouwird (bit
and Ihll Holland
working on a tradi-
tional Biloxi lugger
hull nt Holland's
haatxard in Battu.
Ilicsixattpt. Photo
/Iv lmn Bantan

Place:

Ethnicity:
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Appendix: A.2

INFORMANT CONSENT FORM

Thank you for participating in the Project. By signing the

form below, you give your permission to include any tapes and/or photographs

made during the Project in a public archive, where they will be

available to researchers and the public for scholarly and educational purposes. By

giving your permission, you do not give up any copyright or performance rights

you may hold.

I agree to the uses of these materials described above, except for any

restrictions listed below.

Restrictions:

48

(signature)

(date)

(researcher signature)
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Appendix: A.3

AUDIO TAPE LOG

rrEM NUMBER: PROJECT:

FIELDWORKER(S):

INFORMANT(S):

DATE & PLACE OF RECORDING:

RECORDING EQUIPMENT USED:

TAPE FORMAT: REEL-TO-REEL CASSETTE

TAPE SIZE (e.g., 7 in. reel, 60 cassette, etc.):

RECORDING CONFIGURATION: stereo machine, recorded in stereo

stereo machine, recorded in mono

mono tnachine

Counter No. Tape ( (tntents

63
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Appendix:
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Appendix: A.4

ITEM NUMBER

FIELDWORKER(S):

SUBJECT(S) /EVENT(S):

DATE(S) & PL-10E(S) OF PHOTOS:

FILM TWE:

PHOTOGRAPH LOG

PROJECT:

CAMERk:

Neg. or Slide No. 1 Description



Appendix: A.8

BOAT DOCUMENTATION FORM

Fieldworker:

Project:

Date:

1. Name of vessel:

2. Basic vessel type and local name of type:

3. Vessel registration number:

4. Location of vessel:

5. Name and address of present owner:

6. Name and address of present user:

7. Present use of vessel:

8. Significance of vessel (rare vessel type, outstanding example of type, work of important designer or

builder, significance to comrmmitv, connection to important people or events):

PI IN'SICAL 1 IISTORY

9. Date and place oC onstruction:_

52
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Appendix: A.5

10. Names and addresses of designer and builder:

11. Names of previous owners and dates of ownership:

12. Previous uses of vessel:

13. Description (with dates) of known alterations and additions:

PHYSIC.X1. DESCRIPTION

Principal Dimensions

Length overall (LOA):

15. 1Vaterline length (1W1 .

16. Maximum breadth ( bean

17. Depth:

IS. Draft
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Appendix: A.S

HULL DESCRIPTION

19. Hull tvpe (round-bottom, flat-1)4ittoin, chine, etc.):

20. Hull construction (lapstrake, smooth-planked, riveted steel, etc.):

21. Stein (material, construction method, fastenings, dimensions, finish, condition):

22. Keel (material, construction method, fastenings, dimensions, finish, co:idition):

23. Stern Assembly (material, construction method, fastenings. dimensions, finish. condition):

24. Transom (material, construcnon metho(l, fastenings, dimensions, finish, condition):

25. Planking (material, thickness. method of construction, fastenings, planks per side. caulking material,

finish. condition):
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Appendix: A.S

2t). h futtocks, and floc tunbers ( material. construction method. fastenings. dimensions. spacing.

finish. condition I:

27. Deck and deck beams (material, construction method, fastenings, dimensions, finish, condition):

28. Rudder, centerboard, daggerboard (material, construction method, fastenings, dimensions, finish, condition):

29. Gunwale, including breast hook, varterknees, nib rails, iowlock Pads and sockets, inwales and outwales

( material, «instruction method. fastenings, dimensions, finish, condition):

PERSTRI(:11

'W ldlicliSt's, if ((cps, hall Iles, el( . (material, ( mistruc tittn meth( fa.stcnings, diuncip,ilons, finish, )11(litil )11 )
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Appendix: A.S

UN DERDECK LAYOUT

31. Holds, cabins, galkys, heads, lockers, etc. (number and type, area, furnishings, hold capacity):

PROPULSION

32. Engine and engine gear, including shaft, propeller, reduction gear, stuffing box, and fuel tanks

(manufacturer, date of manufacture, model, horsepower, fuel type, reduction gear ratio, shaft material

and diameter, propeller material, propeller diameter, number of propeller blades, fuel tank material, fuel

tank capacity):

33. Sails (number and type, material, dimensions, condition):

3.1. Masts and spars (number and type, materials, construction method, dimensions, finish, condition):
_ _

-- - _----_ _._-----.----_
3). Rigging, including chainplates (material, construction method, fastenings, dimensions, c(Uidition):
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Appendix: A.5

36. Oars (number and type, material, construction method, dimensions, condition):

COMMUNICATION AND NAVIGATION

37. Radio, radar, depth recorder, LORAN, radio direction Finder (RDF), compass. automatic pilot, etc.

(number and type, manufacturer, date of manufacture, model):

MAO IINERY

38. Winches, pi ',locks, donkey engines, pot haulers, net rollers. etc. (manufacturer, date of manufacture,
model, dimensk.ns, condition):

FISIHNG GLAR -- _ . . . --
39. Nets, trawls. dredges, pots, traps, etc. (number and type, manufacturer, date of manufacture, dimensions,

condition):

OTIIER ULS

C, 71 87



Appendix: A.8

ILLUSTRATIVE MATERIALS

41. Measured drawings executed by fieldworker(s)? YES NO. If YES, indicate number and type of

drawings (lines plan, construction plan, outboard profile, section plan, deck plan, sail and rigging plans,

mechanical propulsion plan, plans of details):

12. Photographs taken by fieldworkers? YES NO. If YES, attach completed PHOTOGRAPH INFORMA-

TION FORMS.

13. Other available materials, including original plans, builder's half models, moulds. templates, photographs

(number, type, location):

BIBLIOGRAPHY

44. Sources of information supplied above:
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Appendix: A.6

BUILDING DOCUMENTATION FORM*

Fieldworker:

Project:

Date:

1. Name of structure:

2. Location/address of structure:

3. Name and address of present owner:

4. Name of present occupant/user:

5. Present use of structure:

6. Significance of structure (significance to community, architectural significance, connection to important

people or events):

PHYSIC:U. HISTORY

7. Date of construction:

S. Names and addresws of architect, designer, builder, supplier:

*MS 1(4111 L. ML11/1111 hi ITIT III tH itil Olt !hot umenutitin it huiliting.(1)111,011rIt ii !Mgt.. 17-1 l Miii /{emnigng //won( linadinglk iuk Mi Ke.e
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Appendix: A.6

9. Names of previous owners and dates of ownership:

10. Previous uses of structure (include dates):

11. Description of original structure (basic dimensions, manner of construction, materials used, furnishings,

equipment):

12. Description (with dates) of known alterations and additions:

ARCHITECTURAL DESCRIPTION

13. Summary (number of stories, overall dimensions, basic layout, architectural stvle):

60
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Appendix: A.6

H. Exterior (testi iption:

a. foundations (height, thickness, materials, condition):

h. walls (materials, color, texture, ornamentol features, condition):

c. structural system (wall tvpe, floor systems, roof framing, joinery, details, condition):

d. porches. stoops, terraces, bulkheads (location, kind, form, details, condition):

e. chimneys (number, location, size, materials, condition):

I. windows (fenestration, type, glazing, trim. shutters, condition):

g. roofs (shape, covering, features, condition):

15. Interim description:

.1. flooi pins.

b. stait wass floc ,ttion, number, individual des( t iption, nitlitilin I:
_ .

81
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Appendix: A.6

C. flooting tN pc. tiiitii, ( ()minion

d. doors inni door%,,n, (number, tnatcrials. coloi. finish, location. dimensions, condition):
.

C. trim iwoodNvork. cahincts. nainctital teatui cs. tiitji.0 Ircittinenti:

f. liatcl\care (hinges, knobs, locks. and latches).

_

rm.( han1( :11 and cit.( ti u ti cquipinclit i1t.itIIlt4. Ii11ting, and plumbing sNsti..ins nd 1.1..latt..d In:nut's. an(i

Ina( hitters.):

- .

SITI. ANI) SURROUNDINCS

( )t icntation and settlwg Ic(Imp,iss (hi ct tiutts. immudiatc (.115Itt)!tnicnt. Inpmo.,11)115. appro,tullesr.

17. 1 ,itylm apt (1(slgli:
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Appendix: A.6

O HIER DET 1LS

19.

.4v-g, *,

ILLUSTRATIVE MATERIALS

20. Measured drawings executed by fieldworker(s)? YES NO. If YES, indicate number and type of

drawings (location plan, plot plan, floor plans, exterior elevations, general sections, decorative details,

structural details):

21. Photographs taken by fieklworkers'f YES NO.11 YES, attach completed PHOTOGRiTH INFORMA-

TION FORMS.

BIBLIOGRAPHY

22. Sources of information supplied above:
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Appendix: A.7

ARTIFACT LOAN FORM

I hereby give permission to the Project to borrow the

following artifact(s) belonging to me:

I understand that the Project is borrowing my artifact(s) for the purpose of:

(owner signature)

(date)

, acknowledge receipt of the artifact(s) listed above

on behalf of the Project. The Project agrees to return the

loaned artifact(s) in the same condition it was received, on or before

(date).

(Project representative)

(date)
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Appendix: B.1

SAMPLE FIELDNOTES

Fieldworker: David Taylor
Project: Maritime Heritage Survey
Date: November 6, 1986
Place: Apalachicola, Florida

Nancy Nusz and I left our rented cottage at 6:45 a.m. to meet with Apalachicola oys-
terman Ken Folsom and spend the day with him aboard his oyster skiff. We haci breakfast at

a local diner, and arrived at Ken's boat house On Water Street at about 7:45 a.m. We waited

around until Ken showed up at a little before 8:00.

Ken was born in 1955 and is originally from Ft. Walton Beach, Florida. He worked in
radio broadcasting for several years and decided he preferred the slower pace of fishing. He
has been oystering for six years.

We boarded his boat and headed west in the bav, arriving at the intended oystering
spot, called "North Spur," within about twenty minutes. Along the way we passed by a leased

oyster bed marked hv pilings driven into the bay floor. Ken had marked out the area he

wanted to oyster in previously by putting out buoys (one-gallon-size plastic jugs). For find-
ing a more specific location, he used "the ranges." That is, he lined up landmarks, in this
case a clump of trees above a small building on the shore. lie records this information in a
"range book"a notebook that he keeps on board. Ken dropped anchor (an auto ('rank
shaft) and began using his tongs to bring up oysters which he deposited On the "culling
board"a piece of plywood, with two-by-four rails, set athwartships.

Within a few minutes, another oysterman came 1w and dropped anchor a short dis-
tance away. Ken told us that he is Cletus Anderson, the oysterman from whom Ken learned.
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After 20 minutes or so, Cletus, curious about Nancy and me, Ken speculated, came closer

and introduced himself. He oystered close to us for the rest of the day and presented us

with a good opportunity to speak to another oysterman, and gave us a chance to photo-

graph activity on another boat. Clews's boat was built by Sonny Polous of Apalachicola.

Ken cheerfully explained his tonging activities including: developing the ability to

learn what's on the bottom by listening to the sound made by the tongs, and by feeling vi-

brations of the tongs with hands and feet; devel( ping balance, and using leverage to reduce

effort and strain when tonging; noticing change in shell color in relationship to shell loca-

tion (e.g., on edge of bar).

Ken's tongs are 12 ft. long and made by Corky Richards of Apalachicola. Cletus's are

14 footers and also made by Corky. (Cletus's tongs have 18 teeth.) Ken also uses his tongs to

change the position of 11.s boat on the bed (i.e., he uses them like a pole).

Ken explained that some oystermen carry poles or a chain which they use to deter-

mine the location of oyster beds. Cletus uses a chain. Later in the day, we observed a man

pass by who was using a pole in this manner while his boat was underway.

State regulations say that oysters must Ix: at least three inches long. Ken has a notch

in the rail of his culling boardslightly longer than three incheswhich he uses as a

gauge.

Oystering by Ken and Cletus continued throughout the Nancy and I took photos

and recorded observations. Ken and Cletus seemed happy to answer our questions. When

speaking about weatherlore, Cletus said of the local winds and their correlation to fishing

success:

"East is the least;
the West is the best."
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Around 1:30 p.m., Nancy and I gave Ken a hand lw culling the oysters which had ac-

cumulated on the culling board. Ken had culled a large batch by himself earlier. This not

only helped us pass the time, but also helped us better understand how to cull, and how to

recognize certain types of oysters. Local names for oysters included:

"burr" a cluster of oysters

"coon"oyster which grows close to shoreclose enough for racoons to harvest them

"scissor"long, narrow oyster

Another term"hogging"means to harvest while standing directly on the bed rather than

in a boat. "Lick" means a pass over the bed with the tongs ("my last lick was a good one").

Ken prefers to sell "select" oysters. That is, single oysters that he has separated from

others, if necessary, with his culling iron. lie receives a higher price for selects than for oys-

ters less thoroughly culled. He takes great pride in this, and remarked on the difficulty inher-

ent in changing this preference in order to sell larger quantities of oysters of an inferior

grade.

There was much discussion during the day by Ken and Cletus about the "freedom" of

oystering, and being one's own boss. Ken hurried to finish his culling in order to leave the

beds by 4 p.m. We then went to the Department of Natural Resources checkpoint by the

Lighthouse Restaurant (on Rt. 98). Alter that we went up the river to Ke,Cs buyer's place

(Seasweet SeafOod on (:otinnerc(' Street, run fw Roger Newton, mayor ot Apalachicola).

There, oysters are weighed, washed graded as we watched. We returnf.d to the dock at

about 5:15 p.m.
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TAKING THE LINES OF A SMALL BOAT

The methods used to take the lines of a boat vary according to its size, shape, weight,
and location. Take, for example, the case of a small fishing boat used by a fisherman in
Eastpoint, Florida. The boat selected for documentation was built in 1981 by Frank "Sonny

Boy" Segree for his own use floundering and gill netting in the waters of Apalachicola Bay.

The twelve-foot craft is constructed entirely of cypress and is held together with galvanized
fastenings. Segree calls the boat a "dinky," and because it is small, light, and quite simple in

form, it is an easy craft to document.

The first step in taking the lines of the dinky is to lift it off the ground and place it,
bottom-side up, on top of a pair of benches. This is done to make it easier to make the nec-
essary measurements. The boat is then leveled with the use of a carpenter's level. Following

this, a plumb bob is used to establish perpendicular lines. One line touches the center of

the after-most part of the transom, and the other touches the center of the forward-most

part of the stem. Thin stakes are driven securely into the ground to mark the forward pen.
pendi(ular (FP), and the after perpendicular (AP). Next, a baseline is established by

stretching a stout string between the stakes. The string is positioned so that it runs horizon-

tally, directly above the centerline of the boat. Then, a carpenter's square and a line level

ie used to verify that a right angtc has been fOrmed at the point where the string is tied to

the stakes. At this stage, the basic reference points for the first series of measurements have

twen established.

Next, various measuring devices, including a carpenter's square, a six-foot folding

rule, and a sixteen-foot tape measure, are used for a series of measurements. All measure-

nwnts are checked, and then immediately recorded in a notebook. The first measurement
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Table of Offsets for twelve-tO, "dinky" i.v Frank "Sonny Boy" Segree, Eastpoint,
Florida. Lines taken off at Eastpoint, Florida, by Ormond Loomis and David
Taylor, November 14,1986. (Measurement.s given in feet, inches. and eighths.)

Stem Station 1 Station 2 Station 3 Transom
1. Sheer 1-7-6 1-4-0 1-2-6 1-3-1 1-4-4

Bottom 0-6-0 0-3-3 0-1-6 0-2-2 0-4-4

2, Sheer 0-0-4 1-6-0 1-11-4 1-11-4 1-9-3
Bottom 0-0-4 1-2-7 1-9-5 1-9-2 1-7-2
Skeg 0-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-6 0-0-6

(I) height from base line. (2) half breadths from center line.

I
......

- -._ _____.------.---
Y.

----,...-
--i

---.. --

',...,
0 3 i

Table of offsets for
tweh,efoot fishing
boat.

Lines plan of
twelvefoot boat,
including prle
(top), body plan
(top-center), and
haylbreadth
(bottom). Drawing
by David A. Taylor

is of the overall length of the boat. Then, the maximum breadth of the bottom of the boat is
measured. This point of maximum breadth is designated ts Station 2. Two other stations, Sta-
tion 1 and Station 3, are then established at points halfway between Station 2 and the FP, and
halfway between Station 2 and the AP. respectively. The breadths of the bottom at Stations 1
and 3, and the transom are then measured. Full breadths at each of the three stations and
the transom are divided in half' and recorded in the table of' offsets under "half breadths."
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Appendix: B.2

The next nwasurements correspond to the distance between the center line of the

boat and the string, or baseline, at all three stations, the bottom of the stem, and the bot-

tom of the transom. These measurements are taken off and recorded in the table of offsets

under "heights above base."

Following these measurements, the "profile" (that is, the view from the side) of the

stem and stern are recorded. These measurements illustrate the shapes of the stem and

stern with reference to FP and baseline, and AP and baseline, respectively, Since the stem

and stern of this craft are both straight, these measuremenis are taken off very easily,

The next measurements record the "sheer heights," the distances between the base-

line and the top edge of the hull at each station. Taking these measurements require s some

degree of concentration, since it is necessary to ensure that imaginary horizontal lines run-

ning outboard from the base above the stations are perpendicular to vertical lines at the

sheer. These measurements are recorded in the table of offsets under "sheer heights."

The next measurements are the dimensions of other features of the boat: the out-

board face of the transom, the skeg, and the rub rail. The thickness of the planki.ag is mea-

sured as well.

At this point, all critical outboard measurements have been taken. and the boat is

turned over so that interior measurements can be recorded. Important interior features to

measure include: the stem head. i. . hiding cross-section, and height above the sheer;

thwarts; thwart risers; keelson; and chine battens. Finally, photographs, both black and

white and color, are taken of the craft from a variety of angles. Close-i.p shots are taken of

important or unique construction details. Later, using all measurements collected, a lines

drawing of the dinky is produced. This drawing graphically represents the essential

contours of' the hull. IN
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